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INTRODUCTION 
American elk, by virtue of their distributio.n, were the most cosmo-
politan members of the cervid family at the time of white settlement of 
North America. At this early date elk were present in every major region 
of what is now continental United States, as well as in northern Mexico. 
They likewise were abundant in upper and lower Canada, though records do 
not corroborate their presence too far north on the Atlantic coast. Al-
though generally existent throughout the western states, elk were sparsely 
distributed in Nevada, southern Utah, and most of Arizona and New Mexico. 
Paucity of elk was also noted in eastern portions of Washington and 
Oregon. 
A legend most vivid to young and old alike is the vision of vast 
numbers of elk which once traversed prairie and mountain in hordes at the 
time of early colonization of America. A corresponding panorama shared 
by Americans as a heritage of the past is the graphic pageant of elk ex-
ploitation and subsequent waning of wapiti numbers in the wake of westward 
advance of white civilization. As hay falls in contact with the rancher" s 
mower, so did countless numbers of elk and other big game topple as the 
blade of civilization made contact with them and their habitat. 
Like elk of the eastern states, elk of the west were subjected to 
the same American traditionalism of "exploration, exploitation, and extir-
pation." By the early 1900 period western elk populations became sorely 
depleted. Local annihilations of this genus were legion. The horizon of 
hope for their perpetuation seemed almost nonexistent. Indeed, the chain 
of distribution for the Rocky Mountain elk had shrunken to encompass 
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narrow portions of the Rocky Mountain system lying in Colorado, Wyoming, 
Idaho, Montana, and Canadian provinces to the north. Remnant numbers of 
Roosevelt elk were present along coastal belts of Washington, Oregon, 
and northern California; a handful of Tule elk remained in central Cali-
fornia, but the type species (Cervus canadensis canadensis) had long been 
exterminated, as had similarly the Meriam elk of the Southwest; however, 
limited Manitoba elk still remained. 
Indeed, few individuals of this early western period had visionary 
aspirations for the perpetuation of elk after they had been witnesses to 
the bizarre annihilation of countless former numbers of bison and elk. 
In fact, there came an interim when valiant attempts were made to do-
mesticate elk with a principal objective of preserving this fine animal. 
However, what might well have been the "great tragedy" of the American 
elk was avoided by the existence of a large sanctuary capable of accom-
modating and continuing a substantial elk population. This area was the 
Yellowstone National Park and adjacent lands. Yellowstone Park was set 
aside as such and free from hunting in 1894. The sanctuary offered elk 
in this Park was undoubtedly a contributing factor in the perpetuity of 
this species, for it was from this and adjacent areas that nuclear stocks 
were obtained to re-establish elk in most of the elk-producing areas 
today within western states, some eastern states, and some Canadian 
provinces. True, residual stocks in states, as Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, 
and Colorado, might have brought about continuance of this major elk 
species; but this might well have involved a considerable period of time. 
In Utah and some other western states, it is indeed dubious whether the 
re-establishment of elk to its former range could ever have been achieved 
solely through increment from the residual elk stocks which were present 
at the inception of protective game laws. 
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Close herd-histories are noted in the reintroduction, increase, and 
successful re-establishment of many existent western elk herds. In fact, 
anyone history might well express that of many western herds. This 
history might be recapitulated as procurement of stock from Yellowstone 
Park and adjacent herds; reintroduction into areas exterminated of elk 
or having only residual numbers remaining; protection, followed by an 
increase, culminating in successful re-establishment of the species. 
The Cache elk herd, like most Utah herds, is not unique in its re-
establishment, for it too pursued the same general characteristic pattern 
of reintroductions following destruction of native elk. Like many other 
reintroduced western elk herds, the Cache herd grew and extended its 
range; and during the interim of years, an overflow of elk occurred in-
volving peripheral areas -adjacent to agricultural lands. This extension 
of range, coupled with subsequent elk predation on agricultural crops, 
made it evident that a harvest phase must be initiated as a part of 
management plans. Though limited numbers were removed, the elk popula-
tion increased until it was demonstrated that elk had reached numbers 
that were incompatible with good range conditions and other land manage-
ment uses. 
In brief this terse resume of the Cache elk herd had its parallelism 
in most western elk herds. We no longer are attempting to build elk popu-
lations, but in this era are trying to stabilize herd numbers consistent 
with local range and forage conditions as well as other allied range uses. 
Similar elk management problems confront most western game managers. 
A realization of these factors instills prudent game managers with 
a Singular objective of managing the elk resource in such a manner as 
will result in the harvest of existing surpluses compatible with manage-
ment of the range resource and subsequent use of the range by domestic 
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livestock and big game. Collectively, most game managers today are faced 
with management objectives dedicated to closer utilization of the present 
elk resource in order to meet increased hunter demands and produce maxi-
mum elk returns per unit of land without materially reducing parent herd 
or increasing them beyond their present range carrying capacity. 
It thus behooves game management agencies to study game herd problems 
methodically and exploit the field of ideas with the principal objective 
of not only placing the herd on a sustained yield basis but utilizing the 
herd resource to its maximum consistent with annual herd increment, range 
forage, and last but not least of all other range uses, watershed pro-
tection. To study the herd problems on the Cache elk herd has been the 
objective of this study. 
Much of the basic information concerning the Cache elk herd was 
recently released as a result of McCormack's (1951) South Cache elk herd 
study. The primary features of this investigation were the establishment 
of herd numbers, definition of elk range, and evaluation of herd losses 
in the South Cache elk herd. His study has provided information and has 
aided th~ present study of the entire Cache unit. 
The present study was undertaken to acquire additional management 
information for both the North and Sduth Cache units. It was recognized 
that effectiveness of elk management could be increased if such informa-
tion were available as population data, age composition figures, effective-
ness of the winter feeding program, herd productivity and mortality, summer 
and winter distribution, and the inter-specific role of deer and domesti~ 
livestock with the elk. 
The present study was commenced during late fall of 1951. Formal 
field work continued through the spring of 1953, though limited field work 
extended through the early 1954 winter. The study has been dedicated to 
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the procurement of elk management information on both the North and South 
Cache units. 
Review of Literature 
Early elk literatures were largely confined to historical notes on 
di~tribution and relative abundance. Such writings generally evolved 
from dairies of trappers" e~lorers, soldiers, and settlers who were then 
penetrating the western continent. Many of these early writings were 
fragme~tary; some conflicted with others written by different individuals 
reconnoitering ,the same general area. Generalizations drawn from obser-
vations were many. Ommissions of pertinent elk data appear great, for 
the "student of these early writings indeed becomes mildly confused and 
divided in respect to the , divergent entries of local elk conditions. 
Specific emphasis on elk management was not manifested extensively 
until the mid-1920 per"iod, though natural histories such as Seton (1929) 
and Caton (1877) did supply many valuable elk data. One of the earliest 
elk management studies was Preble's Jackson Hole investigation in 1911 
(Murie,1951). However, with the creation of a special Federal Elk Com-
mission in 1926 and the subsequent assignment of field work to the Bureau 
of Biological Survey, a formal elk study was commenced. Its objective 
was a comprehensive life history study to be used as a basis for elk 
management (Murie, 1951). The climax of this extensive study and later 
allied field investigations is Murie's (1951) "bible" , of elk of North 
America. Big game managers, biologists, students, and other interested 
peoples are indeed fortunate in having available this comprehensive 
treatment of distribution, forms, life history, characteristics, and 
management of North American elk. 
. It is only natural that early elk writings dealing with management 
phases should stem from the Northern and Southern Yellowstone herds, for 
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it was here that elk problems were first manifested as a consequence of 
the "come back" of western elk populations. One of the initial studies 
on the Northern Yellowstone herd was made by Rush (1932). His vivid de-
scription of life history, breeding and food habits, and summary of elk 
diseases and parasites gave impetus to the evolution of elk management. 
Later, a Federal Elk Commission report summarized basic data collected on 
the Northern herd (Bagley, 1935). Mills (1936) made early contribution 
to a knowledge of elk reproduction, while Cahalane (1938) attempted an 
aerial census in connection with a ground survey on the Northern herd. 
Murie (1931 and 1934) presented much basic information on the Southern 
Yellowstone herd which is part of the famous Jackson Hole herd. 
A gradual increase in elk management information has occurred since 
these early Yellowstone investigations. As did protected elk populations 
spiral within Yellowstone Park, so did native and particularly reintro-
duced herds increase throughout the western states. The mid-1910 elk 
plants, within western states, resulted in increased populations ready 
for harvesting in the late 1920 period. As a result, a need for individu-
al herd investigation became evident and an ever increasing amount of 
literature subsequently became available on elk. 
A typical Washington elk herd has been described by Mitchell and 
Lauckhart (1948) in their report of the Yakima elk herd which stemmed 
from an early plant resulting in a herd now exceeding its range capacity. 
The Roosevelt elk situation on the Olympic Penninsula has been care-
fully studied by Schwartz and Mitchell (1945). From this study comes an 
expression of Olympic elk herd sex ratios, herd composition, herd incre-
ment, utilization standard for key forage species, parasites and diseases, 
as well as various natural history data. 
Banfield's description (1949) of an irruption of elk in Riding 
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Mountain National Park in Manitoba has been a source of reproductive data 
and treatment of elk disease and parasite relationships. 
Two comprehensive Utah elk studies have been reported to date. 
These studies--McCormack's (1951) on the South Cache herd and Rognrud's 
project (1953) on the Nebo herd--have provided the writer with a source 
of comparative data. Other Utah elk writings have been reviewed and have 
been found to contain much basic information on Utah elk management 
(Standing, 1931; Olsen, 1945; Rasmussen and Doman, 1947; Rasmussen, 1949; 
and Crane, 1951). A summary of elk reintroductions in Utah has been com-
piled by Popov and Low (1950). 
An additional index to elk productivity has transpired in recent 
investigations surrounding the anatomical changes of the elk reproductive 
tract during oestrus, conception, and pregnancy periods. Pioneer work 
along these lines has 'been conducted by Cheatum (1949) on white-tailed 
deer. Cheatum and Gaab (1952) have since utilized Cheatum's ovaryanaly-
sis method in evaluating elk productivity. Additional elk reproductive 
studies (Kittams, 1953; Cheatum and Wright, 1951; Conway, 1952; and Coffin 
and Remington, 1953) have also supplemented present knowledge of elk re-
production. A review of mammalian reproduction and reproductive studies 
conducted with domestic livestock has also provided the writer with 
valuable information (Hammond, 1927; Winters and Feuffel, 1936; Winters 
and Comstock, 1942; and Green and Winters, 1945). Likewise, a background 
of information and ideas were assembled in reviewing deer productivity 
and reproduction studies of Robinette and Olsen, 1944; Cheatum and Morton, 
1946; Morton and Cheatum, 1946; Robinette and Gashwiler, 1950; Armstrong, 
1950; Tolman, 1950; and Harrison and Hamilton, 1952. 
Age determination by occular examination of lower mandibular denti-
tion was greatly facilitated by reviewing the works of Murie (1951), 
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Swanson (1951 ) , and Qu imby (1952) . 
Many ot her l iteratures have been reviewed and found to be of practi-
cal worth in suggesting new ideas, experimental procedures, and providing 
comparative dat a . References to these studies will be contained in ap-
propriate sections of this report. 
Description of Area 
Location 
The Cache el k range , situated in northeastern Utah, lies solely 
within the counties of Cache and Rich. The area under surveillance com-
prised approximately 760 square mil es of Cache National Forest and 
privatel y 0 ned range and forest l ands, though limited agricultural lands 
are conta ined within the study area. Study area boundaries were expanded 
and delineated to conform with those utilized by the Utah State Department 
of Fish and Game in setting hunting regulations on the Cache elk herd. . 
Thus Cache unit was bounded on the west by Highway 91 and the Logan-Avon 
and South Fork of the Littl e Bear River Highway, and on the south by the 
Cache-Weber County line as well as State Hlghway 39 to Woodruff, while 
the eastern l i mit wa s Highway 3 to Garden City and Highway 89 to the Utah-
Idaho State l ine. The Utah-Idaho l ine served a s the northern boundary. 
he area t hus described appears in figure 1 and contains approximately 
1,02 . square mil es , though onl y approximately 760 square miles were forest 
and r ange l ands utilized by elk . 
Topography and geol ogy 
The Cache area i s characteristically composed of rugged mountainous 
terrain on the estern fringe and rolling hills and valleys on the central 
and eastern portions. Broad-open valleys are present to the east and 
west of the uni t . The area contains three major western drainages; namely, 
Logan, Blacksmith Fork, and East Fork of the Little Bear. Bear River and 
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Bear Lake comprise the t wo major eastern drainages. The streams repre-
sented in the area eventually drain into the Bear River which empties 
into the Great Salt Lake. The Canyons are geologically young and main-
tain the characteristic steep slopes of rejuvenated streams. Elevational 
r anges within the s t udy area were from 4,600 to 9,980 feet. 
The Cache study area is considered a part of the Wasatch Range. 
Bai l ey (1927) described this portion of the Wasatch as ~ 
The range as a whole consists of broad and shallow syn-
cli ne and anticline of resistant paleozoic formations, the 
eas t ern and central parts of which are in part unconformably 
overla in with Wasatch conglomerate, limestone and sandstone. 
Soil s are characteristically neterogeneous and are derived mostly 
f rom residual sandstone, limestone, and dolomite formations. 
Climat e 
The area under consideration lies within a semi-arid climatic region 
of the United States; however, it is locally modified by the presence of 
t he mountainous t errain. Average annual precipitation of approximately 
18 i nches occurs on the western fringe of the study area, while an aver-
age r ate of 11 inches is received on the eastern periphery (Alter, 1941). 
Average precipitation for the Cache summer range is around 30 inches. 
Most precipitation comes as snow during the late fall and winter periods. 
Average warm season precipitation is considered 8 inches on the central 
and eastern portions of the study area (Alter, 1941). 
Growing sea son on the peripheral sites of the Cache unit is approxi-
mately 142 days on the west and 72 days on the east (Alter, 1941). 
Frost-free day ranges are noted as 98 in 1914 and 197 during 1936 (Alter, 
1941). Growing season within the optimum Cache elk summer range averages 
around 100 t o 120 days. 
Vegetation 
Climax associations of vegetation in the area, as expressed by Weaver 
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and Cl e ent s (1939 , are Petran Subalpine and Montane Forests, Woodland, 
and Bas i n ageb s h . The Petran Chaparr al is decIdedly lacking in this 
norther n U ah s i t ation, though it does extend as far north as the 
s outhern edge of Cache Valley. 
Five maj or cover types were apparent within the elevational confines 
of the study area . They were (1) a spen, (2 ) conifer, (3) ' juniper, (4) 
mahogany, and ( 5) sage. I ntegradations of these types were also present. 
any plant species are contained within t he above described associations 
and over types. 
Life zones represented in northern Utah are (1 ) Transitional, (2) 
Canadian , and (3 ) Hudsonian . Of these t he Transit ional is most dominant. 
Wil dl ife 
ule deer, Odocoileus hemionus macrotis, was the most prevalent big 
game speci es present ; whi l e elk, Cervus canadensis nelsoni, ranked second. 
Other lar ger mammal s noted wer e the coyote, Canis lestes; bobcat, Lynx 
uinta; mountain l ion, Felis oregonenses hippolestes; and the black bear, 
Euarctos americanus amer i canus. In addition, many small mammals and birds 
ere present. 
Land use 
-- --
Range use i s the princi pa l land us e of the Cache area. Domestic 
l i vest ock , predomi nately cattle and sheep; big game, featuring deer and 
el k, are t he r epresentative ungulates ut i l izing the range resource. Since 
mos t lands l ie wi thi n the Cache National Forest, the Forest Service ad-
ministers the l ivestock distri bution, period of grazing, and numbers. 
Deer and el number s are controlled through harvest removals authorized 
by t he Ut ah S a te Board of Big Game Control and executed by the Utah 
State Depar tment of Fi sh and Game. 
ther l and us was present, such as l imited agriculture which 
primaril feat ed gra in and hay production in the Blacksmith Fork 
dra inage and peripheral sites on eastern and western slopes of the 
study ar ea . The Cache area also contains i mportant watersheds . They 
amply supply culinar y and i rrigat ional water supplies to surrounding 
communities and agricul t ural lands. Hydroelectric plants are also 
situated on major streams. In addition , timber is produced on a com-
mercial but l imi ed scale. 
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Recreational use i s continual~y ga ining impetus on the Cache 
National Forest . Many f i ne recreat ional and camping sites are available, 
particularl y i n Logan Canyon . 
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HIS ORY OF. HE CACHE ELK HERD 
Native Stat us 
That elk were indigenous to the Cache area is an undisputable 
reality; for, since Cache Valley ' s dis covery, various reports have de-
scribed early elk status (Standing, 1931; Hovey, 1936; Olsen, 1943) . 
Olsen (1943 ) , reviewing big game historica l literature in Utah, observed 
that big game were seldom mentioned by early Utah historians except for 
evidenced hardships of pioneers in search of food. He concluded from 
these and other tales of privation one would infer that Utah had but 
l ittle big game in its territorial days; however, the diaries of early 
t rappers and expl orers portrayed a somewhat different p icture of big 
game i n mountainous areas c 
Two informative incidents pertaining to native elk status adjacent 
to and south of the Cache were r elated by Murie (1951) from an early 
trapper ~ s diary~ 
o • 0 on December 20, 1840, on Weaver's (Weber), near Great 
Salt Lake, Ut ah, he (Russelll ) recorded~ "0 • • we also 
f ound large numbers of elk which had left the mountains to 
winter among the thickets of wood and brush along the river." 
On J anuary 10, 1841, while camped near Great Salt Lake, 
he (Russell ) went into the mountains f or several days of elk 
hunt i ng and whi l e t "Og en s Hole" (Ogden Valley) on Ogden 
Fork, he e the snow was 15 inches deep, wrote: "Towards 
night the weath~r c eared up and I disc overed a band of about 
one hundred elk on 'the hill among the shrubbery." 
Undoubtedl , similar references to native Cache elk status would be 
present in early Cache trapper's diaries were such journals available. 
Initial ' hite set lement of Cache Valley was begun by a Mormon 
10 Osborne R ssell, Journal of a Trapper, 1834-43 . 
(Boise , Idaho 1921) 149 pp •• 
pioneer company sent by Brigham Young t o prepar e wintering operations 
for graz i ng s tock during the 1855-56 winter. The selected ranch site 
was near the present communi of ibl; the ranch was appropriately 
named the "El k Horn Ranch" (Hovey, 1936 ) . 
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The 1855-56 wi nter proved infinitely severe and ranch personnel 
were orced to drive t he best of 3,000 cattl e to the Weber River where 
al but 420 succumbed (Hovey, 1936) . A pr evious rigorous Cache winter 
was described b Indian Chief Sagwi ch who informed settlers of being 
f orced into the Sal t Lake Valley by 1 -~oot deep snow in the winter 
around 1784. When t he Indi ans returned in the spring, 7 head of buffalo 
ere observed as the s al e rema ining survivor s in the valley (Hovey, 1936). 
Pioneers on the i r entry into Cache Vall ey viewed mute evidence of other 
big game wi t er losses as the recorded seeing numerous heaps of elk, 
buffalo, and deer skel etal remains . Additional severe winters were re-
corded by pi oneers as being 1873-74 and 1879 (Hovey, 1936). 
It appears, f rom a review of availabl e l iterature and personal inter-
views of earl y Cache residents ~ that elk were pl entiful in mountainous 
areas of ea stern Cache Count y during pre-settler and early pioneer times. 
Tr u " l i mi t ed notes on paucit of elk were recor ded by early Cache 
settlers; however, these reports s em more appl i cabl e to elk status in 
he vall ey and immediat e f oot-hi l l zone rather than the forest interior. 
One would do well t o remember pioneers were at a considerable handicap 
to explore the hinterland since transportation facil ities were limited 
and ant iquated o Addi t ional obst acles precluded ready pioneer access into 
el k habitats since man-made trai ls and roads were nonexistent in interior 
mountai no s t err a in; but, as mountai n roads and trails became prevalent 
and transportation faci l ities increased, the t empo of elk utilization 
reached a cli x . 
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Whatever may have been the former abundance of Cache elk at the time 
of early settlement, they nevertheless vanished in the years that follow-
ed. Periodic extremely rigid winters, combined with tenacious year-long 
settler use of the elk resource, are believed to be major factors oper-
ative in this decline. 
Though records of former Cache elk distribution are fragmentary, 
native elk were known to frequent Strawberry and Elk Valleys, Card and 
Right Hand Fork of Logan Canyons, chiefly· in Ricks Canyon and Steel 
Hollow. Theurer (1954), early Cache resident and Forest Service ranger 
from 1905 to 1915, recalled native elk distribution to be centralized in 
Steel Canyon, Ricks Hollow, and Elk Valley. He affirmed that Elk Valley 
received its name from former native elk abundance. Steel Hollow and 
Ricks Canyon were then noted to be "sure bets" for bagging elk. 
The tempo of Cache elk utilization undoubtedly became accelerated 
during the late 1800 period in order to meet local settlers' increased 
food demands, thus finally culminating in a virtual disappearance of 
Cache elk around the turn of the century. Though the Utah State Depart-
ment of Fish and Game was established in 1894, no hunting license was 
required until 1907. A closed elk season was then initiated. McCormack 
(1951) reports U. S. Forest Service record of last native elk killed to 
be in 1898 when 5 elk were shot in Card Canyon. Few native elk might well 
have persisted past this date, but written records affirm not .. 
Reintroduction 
Elk have been brought to the Cache area on four different occasions 
since the extermination of the native herd. Three of these instances 
have resulted in known elk releases. 
First mention of elk presence after the alleged decimation was that 
of 2 cows and 1 bull obtained in 1911 by a Logan Canyon citizen (Bagley, 
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1952). It is assumed that none of these elk escaped to the wild. The 
herd was killed in the fall of 1914 and the meat sold to Utah residents. 
A second group consisting of 3 elk, 1 bull and 2 cows, was obtained 
in 1913 by Oliver Nielsen, of Smithfield, from Nielsen's brother-in-law, 
Osbourne Low, of Afton, Wyoming (Nielsen, 1954). These elk were placed 
in a Smithfield enclosure and fed hay for the ensuing 5-year period. 
The caring of these elk was discontinued in 1918 or 1919 when 2 elk were 
sold to the Denver Zoo; 1 old bull was killed, mounted, and placed in the 
Utah State Capitol Building, and the remaining 8 head (1 yearling bull, 
1 mature bull, and 6 ~ntlerles's elk) were released and herded into the 
hills east of Smithfield. It should be recognized that this release was 
not the first reintroduction on the Cache area. 
Probably kindled by apparent success of the Smithfield group in 
raising elk and the occurrence of initial central Utah elk plants, Cache 
Valley sportsmen formulated plans to acquire elk stock, which was then 
available from the northern Yellowstone Park herd. Thus, during the 
winter of 1915-16, 25 elk were shipped by rail from Gardner, Montana, to 
Logan where they were placed within an enclosure and fed hay through the 
winter. During this period, 1 spike bull died; and 1 cow, which was 
heavily infected with ticks, was killed (Peterson, 1935)0 
It is evident that the sponsorIng organization did not contemplate 
releasing these elk so speedily; but due to the fear that ticks would be 
transmitted to livestock and the existence of general unsanitary condi-
tions, these elk were released in 1916 (Peterson, 1935 and Theurer, 1954). 
On March 10, 1916 the remaining 23 elk, 4 bulls (2 spikes and 2 
mature) and 19 cows and calves, were driven slowly before a small army of 
horsemen to the mouth of Logan Canyon where the elk crossed the reservoir 
and filed up the Logan-Dry Canyon ridge (Peterson, 1935; Theurer, 1954). 
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Peterson (1935) reports that game warden, Sam Ewing, observed these 
elk established on their summer r ange at the base of Mount Logan. Theurer 
1954) saw upwards of 50 elk in the Mount Logan area a few years after 
the 1916 release . Ni elsen (1954) reports of riding for the elk one year 
after the 1916 spring release and observed an elk concentration in Spring 
Hollow above the former Girl Scout camp in lower Logan Canyon. 
Paucity of information on i nitial wintering sites is noted; however, 
9 elk were known t o winter in Hyde Park Canyon during the first winter 
(1916 -17), 16 to 18 head were als o observed in the same area during the 
1917 18 winter , as were 28 and 80 head in 1919 and 1920 winters, re-
spectively (Peterson, 1935) . 
A third and final plant of 5 elk was consummated on the Cache in 1917 
(Popov and Low, 1950 by Smithfield sportsmen who purchased elk from 
Gardner, Montana, and r eleased them in the mouth of Smithfield Canyon. 
The sex of these elk was not recorded . No other known reintroductions 
have been made . 
Earliest complaints of elk damage to hay began on the North Cache 
during the 1922-23 winter (Peterson, 1935)0 Within a very few years 
after the 1916 release, elk were also frequent ing Providence hay stacks 
and orchards 0 There existed considerable damage and nuisance in the 
PrOVidence a r ea prior to the early 1930 period (Theurer, 1954). 
So prevalent were damage complaints that a supervisory Board of Elk 
Control was established in 1925 in order to expedite Utah elk herd manage-
ment (Popov and Low, 1950). The board thus authorized 140 either sex 
permits in 1925 for the first hunt on the Cache area. One hundred and 
four (104 ) elk were bagged (Leonard, 1946). No permits were sanctioned 
for 1926 and 19270 Subsequent hunts were restricted to bull only through 
the year 193 t able 17)0 Nevertheless, elk damage problems throughout 
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the Stat e i ncrea sed to such prominence that State legislative action was 
precipit at ed in 1927. The State Legislature thus passed a law creating 
a new organization, the State Game Refuge Committee and Board of Elk 
Cont rol (Crarte, 1951) . This board later included all big game problems 
and t he name was changed to the Board of Big Game Control. 
Though only bull permits were authorized by the Board through the 
year 1934, Cache damage problems multiplied to such proportions that it 
became necessary to remove antlerless elk. Antlerless elk, since 1935, 
have been included in the harvest in some proportion except in 1937. 
Formal investigations were not undertaken on the Cache elk herd 
unt i l 1949 when McCormack (1951 ) conducted a population study on the 
South Cache unit and reported a winter population of slightly over 600 
head of el k on this pOTtion of the Cache area. 
Present Status 
Suffi ce i t to say at this time, the Cache elk winter herd in 1954 
numbers appr oximatel y 1,000 head and is distributed throughout the North 
and South Cache portions of the Cache National Forest with most elk oc-
c rring on the South Cache section. 
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CACHE ELK POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Census ethodology 
Past censuses 
-
hough population estimates were desirable in early Cache elk 
management , effective census methods were conspicuously lacking. Early 
enumeration attempts were confined to isolated portions of the area, and 
hence those r esults today hold limited significanceo 
Later efforts were made toward coordinated ground counts which, in 
an appreciable measure did give an index to herd population. Earliest 
use of the aerial census on the Cache area was in 1936 when pioneer work 
along these l i nes as a ttempted by the Uo So Forest Service and the Utah 
Fish and Game Department (Olsen, 1936) 0 Periodic winter inventories, 
hich since have been conducted, have utilized the aerial· survey in part 
with the exception of t he 1948-49 census . One summer census has been 
onduct d on the South Cache division in which the "Strip" or "Belt" 
transect method a s u ed . 
_______ inventory 
Aeri al 0 oordi nate.d iarial and ground censuses have provided the 
bas is f or 1951-52 and 1952-53 Cache elk herd inventories. Feasibility 
for utilizing gr ound coverages was suggested from a knowledge of certain 
adverse t opographi cal features and large winter elk concentrations. A 
f our-place Stinson 1 5 horse power a ir-wagon was employed in making the 
aerial portion of t he survey; the pilot and t wo observers constituted 
the crew 0 Ac t al ·flight techniques were modified from those used by 
Colorado technic i ans (Riordan, 1948) in order to conform to existent to-
pographi cal features. The principal flight pattern used on the Cache elk 
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survey can be more accuratel described as ' contour stripping." Such 
features as na ral barriers , vegetative types, and known elk distribu-
t ion ere used to define counting uni ts. Later, minor modifications of 
original units were made according to safety factors, maneuverability of 
plane i n rel ation to t opography and air conditions , and discovery of 
act ual aeria counting conditions. The respective counting units were 
then travers ed by contour s t r ipping at 500 to 1 ,000 feet altitudinal 
level s. Ho l ing and flat terr ains were covered by a series of parallel 
f l ights spaced to provid uniform coverage of the total area. 
A more accurate and expedient t otal count of individual elk bands 
was achieved when el k were counted f rom higher altitudes, especially if 
anima sere concen r ated. Conversely, el k band composition was more ac-
eUTatel defined when observations were made from around 300 feet altitude. 
numerations of elk within each band were repeated until both observer-'s 
eounts ere in greemen . Co positional counts included ?ull and antler-
ess class s on y . o attempt was made t o differenti ate calves from the 
h rd since in the writer ' s opinion calves cannot be dis-
tingu.ish d accuratel from yearl ing co s in an aerial survey. It should 
be no d ho ever , ha so e orkers (Riordan, 1948, and McCormack, 1951) 
have egre ga ed an l erl ess fraction i nto calf and cow complements in their 
aeri urveys. cCormack ' s (1951 ) aerial cl assification, when compared 
to ground as ification suggest a higher cal f tally than ground counts. 
Ground co ts ere coordinated ith aerial coverages; thus, Hardware 
R nch el k were counted f rom the ground at a predetermined time so an 
aeri 1 cov r a ge of djacent s i tes could be made concurrently. Likewise, 
elk cone ntrated in the i llville feed ground area were censused from the 
ground . In ddi ion, ground surve s were also made in areas where aerial 
ace ac coul d not be chieved due t o advers ities such as rugged 
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topography and spread 0 vege ative ypes o The juniper cover presented. 
the most di icult type to censu from the a ir o n the latter situations 
aerial count er e deleted and ground count ut i l i zed o 
elve ho S 0 fl i ng tim . and 66 man hours of ground coverage were 
consumed in com leting the 1951-52 ache i nter elk inventory 0 Though 
snow conditi ons wer e not a s opt i mum a in the previous winter, the 1952-53 
aerial survey w s bel ieved to be a good coverage o Twenty-one hours of 
fl i ng t i e ere util i zed in the 1952 53 inventor 0 From the 1952-53 
surve i t can be concluded that opt i m sno conditions on the Cache area 
are not imperative for a successful aerial survey , t hough such conditions 
do sp .ed up an aerial cover age cons i der bly o he chief advantage of good 
snow conditions l i es i n r eadily l ocating elk tracks and sign from the air. 
ompar a ive eri 1 and gr ound counts were attempted in an effort to 
assign acc ac o aerial cover ag but under existing conditions suffi-
cient number of comp ,r i s ons co not be achi eved to assure accuracy. 
m gging operations i nce 19 9 have provided valuable 
data on t he each herd o Si nce 1 hun rs a r e requ ired to check their 
ki l through ch eking at ions , the e ami nation has provided an insurance 
of ear tag recove However, it was f ound hat l imita tions to the use 
of the Li ncoln index method w re present hich curbed its use in computing 
Cache elk popu a ions rom t ag r eturns o Cer a i n basic requirements were 
not met 9.nd 
accurate popul 
Rample s i ze w 
ateso 
believed too small for arriving at 
~ equa ion 0 che lk popul tion f igures as represented by the 
1951-52 and 1952-5 cen were r lat d to each other through means of 
herd l osse nd g i n b teen the o t i me segments represented by these 
annual censu es o hus , beginning ith the 1952-53 enumeration of 877 
elk and t ab ati ng i n reverse to rds th 1951-52 inventory we arrive 
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at a populat ion igur (a 1e 1) that c n be compared t o the 1951 -52 count 
of 817 el k . 
Tabl e 10 Ca che el k 1 i e equation t ab1 f r om 1952 t o 1 953 
eriod and Ga i n or Loss Cows Calves Bulls Total 
Win er census 1 952- 53 493 232 152 877 
Pl us ota1 l osse , 952-53 135 22 122 279 
Minimum summer herd 1952 628 25 274 1,156 
Les s calves 254 
i nimum parent spr i ng herd 
i n 1952 628 274 902 
he differenc from t he computed 1952 spr ing populat ion of 902 elk 
(table 1) hen compared 0 t he spr i ng popula ion derived f rom the aerial 
and gr ound census of 1 951 52 wi nter should f or t he most part be due to 
t he census en era ion . Thus 817 el wer e t alli ed in the 1951- 52 aerial 
censu (table 2) J but an esti mated wi nter l oss of 80 el k (malnutrition 
sect i on auld leave a r emai ni ng par ent spr i ng herd of 737 elk. 
Therefore i f i were a ssum d that the 1952 spring herd of 902 
(t abl 1 r epres en ed. he tot al herd s i ze, i t can be compared to the 737 
spr i ng her d ac ua11 coun ed and the maxi per cent effect iveness of 
he 1951 - 52 aeri 1 and gr ound c~nsus can be calculated as follows~ 
100 as 
902 
x or 81 .7 p r cent 
737 
f ch comparisons. are conducted each year an index to the effective-
ness of t he previous ear ' s i nven or rna be es ab i shed. Then, if a 
cons i s ency of f igure of census e f ect i vene s e i st over the years and 
censuses are co arabl, i ould b e poss i b e t o pr oject this maximum 
accur a y t o the c rent census and assign ini urn population e stimates 
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to the spring and summer herd in question. 
Bugling census. A mid-September bugling census was conducted in the 
Elk Val ley section in 1952. Bull elk bugling was stimulated with the 
use of an elk ~histle. The general technique employed was a morning and 
evening coverage of the area by using vantage points where bugling re-
turns could be readily heard. 
Herd numbers 
-----------
Past censuses. Complete aerial and ground censuses for the entire 
Cache area date back only to the 1951-52 winter, though comparative 
records are available for the South Cache unit since the 1949-50 inven-
tory. Actual counts made prior to these dates are the results of partial 
coverages of either the North or South Cache units or both. The extent 
of early Cache censuses is difficult to ascertain as available file 
records are incomplete. However, Olsen's and Argyle's (1936) count is 
believed to be a near total coverage (table 2). 
Actual , herd counts. Results from coordinated aerial and ground 
censuses of 1951-52 winters indicate close trend correlation (table 2). 
A difference of 60 elk was noted between the 1951-52 count of 817 head 
and the 1952-53 tally of 877 elk (tables 3 and 4). 
It is readily admitted that inventories such as these do not account 
for all el k present on the entire area; however, such censuses do provide 
trend counts which may be effectively utilized in a management program. 
It is noted, however, that Wyoming (Hanscum, 1949) base their elk manage-
ment program on a total estimated population, though in Utah trend counts 
frequently have been used to maintain desired population levels. 
Sufficient ground spot checks could not be executed to enable an 
accurate comparison of Cache aerial and ground censuses, although the 
data did suggest a higher ground tally than corresponding aerial counts. 
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~hese two types of checks agreed in principle with those made by Cahalane 
(1938) ana L oue ( 938) in Yellowstone. Buechner, et al e (1951) also 
found under Washington conditions that the aerial census was 83 percent 
of the corresponding ground count. Rognrud (1953) simil arly reported that 
an aerial count produced 77 percent of a Nebo elk ground tally. Neverthe-
less, the aerial count still has its unexcelled merits, which make it a 
utilitarian method. 
Bugling census. Completed September bugl ing census returns in the Elk 
Valley section of the ache study area indicated that 21 mature bulls were 
present in the rea. On the basis of summer herd classifications, the 
summer Elk Valle populat i on would then be 118 elk; other field investi-
gations indicated a summer population of about 200 head. Eighty-one elk 
(35 bulls and 46 cows) were killed in the same area one month after the 
compl etion of the cens s. 
Many problems incidental to a bugl ing census were found to exist, 
which in final anal ysis precluded a tally of all bulls in a given area. 
o spike bul s were known to bugle, although on occasions spike bulls 
assumed a position relative to a return of the bugle call, but no sounds 
ere emitted. Absence of spike bul bugling was als o noted in Wyoml ng 
(Murie, 1951). Additional f actors such as topographical features, ad-
verse affect of sh ep ut i l ization on elk distribution , increased wind 
velocities, l k inactivity during diurnal hours, sound limits, and 
increased movement of bulls during the earlier rut stages all tended to 
l imit accuracy in the elk bugl ing census. 
Within the described l imi ations an elk bugling census may be 
prac ical in determining trends in summer elk populations in areas having 
optimum terrain conditions. 
Calculated pas herd size. Though not absolutely necessary for 
Table 2. Summary of Cache elk . herd censuses, Utah, 1933-1953 
Year Time 
1933 Winter 
1936 March 
1941 Feb. & 
March 
1942 Winter 
1946 March 
1949 Jan. 
1950 Jan. 
1952 Feb. 
1953 Feb. 
Census 
aerial ground total 
426 426 
674 102 776 
534 534 
614 614 
410 410 
544 544 
277 239 606 
198 619 817 
474 403 877 
Personnel 
? 
Olsen and Argyle 
Olsen 
Olsen 
Feast 
Fish and Game 
and U. C • W 0 R. U. , 
Logan 
McCormack 
Hancock and 
Jensen 
Ibid. 
Extent of Coverage 
Apparently Wasatch Face 
area, Blacksmith Fork 
north to Smithfield 
Wasatch Face, Avon north 
to Idaho, Logan Canyon 
Head of Meadowville Dry 
and Blacksmith and Left 
Hand Forks 
? 
? 
Wasat-ch Face, Blaak"Smi tn 
Fork, Logan Canyon, and 
Left Hand Fork 
North and South -Cache 
area.s 
Entire coverage South 
Cache unit 
Entire coverage of North 
and South Cache units 
Ibid . . 
Remarks 
533 counted on 
face 
292-'elk on 
face 
265 elk on 
face 
101 elk on 
face I\) 
\J1 
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Table 30 Summary of Cache elk aerial and ground census, February, 1952 
Cows Bulls Bulls 
General Total and 2 point above Unclassi-
Location Number Calves Bulls or less 2 point fied 
North Cache 
North Cache - Face 47 40 7 1 6 
North Cache - 46 37 9 2 7 
Logan Canyon 
TOTAL - North Cache 93 77 16 3 13 
South Cache 
--
Face-Logan to 
Blacksmith Fork 176 144 32 12 20 
Face-Blacksmith 
South past Avon 42 31 11 2 9 
Rich Co. - head 
of Cottonwood 12 10 2 0 2 
Blacksmith Fork 
Canyon-Mouth to 
N. Cottonwood 42 31 10 1 9 1 
Left Hand Fork 
of Blacksmith 18 13 4 1 3 1 
Right Hand Fork of 
Logan River; 
Temple Fork, Spawn 
Creek, Little Bear, 
27D:.. and St eel Hollow 79 49 4 15 3 
Hardware Ranch 355 330 251.1. 16 6 
TOTAL - South Cache 724 608 III 36 64 5 
Grand Total 817 685 127 39 77 5 
1. Eight of these were identified as bulls but points not verified. 
20 Three of these had antlers sawed off from recent trapping operations . 
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Table 4. Summary of Cache aerial and ground census, February, 1953 
Cows Bulls Bulls 
General Total and 2 point above Unclassi-
Location Number Calves Bulls or less 2 120int fied 
North Cache-face 61 55 6 5 1 
Logan Can. and East Slope 12 2 10 1 9 
TOTAL - North Cache 73 57 
--
16 6 10 
Face-Logan to Blacksmith 40 25 11 2 9 4 
Scare Can. and East Fk. 
of Little Bear 19 16 3 1 2 
Right Fk. Logan River, 
Temple Fk., Spawn Cr., 
Little Bear, Steel, Ricks, 
Cowley, and Card Can. 193 149 28 6 22 16 
Left Hand Fk. of Black-
smith, Herd, and Bear 
Hollow 44 30 7 1 6 7 
Mahoganies-Left Hand Fk. 
of Blacksmith, Main 
Blacksmith Fk. to N. 
Cottonwood and over to 
Left Hand 42 18 24 10 14 
Rock Cr., Pol Hollow, 
Pleasant Valley, and 
West Hollow 20 5 15 1 14 
Rich Co. - Head of 
Cottonwood and Temple 
Canyon 4 4 4 
Immediately adjacent to 
Hardware Ranch 
- Curtis 
to Rock Creek 39 38 1 1 
Hardware Ranch Feed 
ground 403 367 36 27 9 
TOTAL - South Cache 804 648 129 49 80 27 
Grand Total 877 705 55 90 27 
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management purposes, the use of population size is frequently advantageous 0 
Actual population fi gures perhaps may never be known, but close approxi-
mation may be arrived at, 
In attempting herd reconstruct ~on mortality figures aside from 
actual legal harvest must be included. If consideration is not given to 
this categorical herd loss, computed population figures become too low or 
high depending upon the direction of herd reconstruction. 
Rate of increase method. Various attempts were made to reconstruct 
herd numbers through the years. Thus, a reconstructed herd for years 
preceding the 1952-53 period was attempted, but proved futile beyond 1944 
when the computed annual population became lower than field counts. A 
second attempt was made . to define the herd from the time of the original 
reintroduction to the year 1936 when an extensive count was conducted. 
When a 1.25 rate of increase was utilized in herd reconstruction (Kelker, 
1947), the final population was less than the actual 1936 enumeration. 
Conversely, a 1 030 rate of increase resulted in too high a population. 
However, when the r a te of increase was computed at 1.27 and both known 
and conservative estimated losses were allowed, the reconstructed herd 
size appeared nearly comparable to the actual 1936 herd enumeration of 
776 head . A third computation was at t empted from the 1936 inventory 
figures and projected down to 1954 . This method utilized an annual rate 
of increase of 1.22 and included known and estimated losses. In addition 
to above estimates, herd growth was made by using a 1.30 rate of increase 
for the original herd 0 This computation showed that possibly 460 elk 
were on the Cache area immediately prior to the first Cache elk hunt in 
1925 . 
Current population levels thus computed for the latter period are 
somewhat higher than those derived from 1951-52 and 1952-53 aerial and 
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ground censuses. Difficult ies in r econstruct ing a population, as has 
been attempted here i n , a re almost sol el y tied up by l ack of information 
on the ann al herd l osses o Herd l osses , aside f rom harvest removals, 
make reconstruction of herd numbers difficult and often not too reliable. 
It appears from these computed data, however , that a reconstructed 
Cache elk herd, from the original plant t o date, would roughly approximate 
that of actual populat ions. hus, figures 2 and 3 present calculated 
annual populat i ons in 2 segments: (1) the per i od 1916 to 1936, and (2) 
the 1936 to 1954 period . 
Popul a ion estimates availabl e from Utah St ate Fish and Game files 
show appro i mately the s ame trend as the calculat ed ones except for the 
19 2-50 period (tabl e 5) . Though the s eas on of year for figures shown is 
no known , i t pr esumably is f or the late wi nter period of that calender 
year . Figures t hus shown are from Utah Stat e epartment of Fish and Game 
fi l es. 
Table 5. Estimated Cache el k herd population f igures, 1915-1950 
Year Population Year Population 
1915 24 1940 850 
1931 687 1941 900 
1932 813 19 2 614 
1933 856 1943 606 
1934 1, 000 1944 611 
1935 750 1945 650 
1936 776 1946 660 
1937 800 1947 700 
1938 800 1948 750 
1939 750 1949 900 
1950 800 
Lincol n index . Certain bas ic requi rements must be met in order that 
the Lincol n index equation be val id (Adams, 1951) . In the Cache situation 
wo req isites appeared l acki ng. They were that the tagged el k were not 
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randoml ixed ith the untagged ones and the distribution of the sampling 
effort was not proportional to the number of tagged animals in different 
parts of the elk range. Another factor that hindered its use on the Cache 
was that few matur e bulls were tagged within the herde Even so, some 
results were not too far off possible numbers . 
Attempts t o reconstruct annual Cache elk populations by the Lincoln 
i ndex con istently showed higher popUlations than were obtained by field 
counts (table 6) Even higher population figures were computed for all 
years except the .first t wo when cumulative years of taggings were utilized 
(table 7) . The latter calculation indicates that either tag losses or un-
accounted l osses of tagg~d elk, or both, have taken place and the cumulative 
r esul ts of these losses reflect in such a way as to produce inflated popu-
lation estimates computed f rom the Lincoln index equation. Computations 
based on a single ear s t aggings suggest this condition even more dynami-
cally than do those in table 7. North Cache elk kill and tag returns were 
not i ncluded in these calculations; hence population estimates are appli-
cable only to the South Cache portion . 
It is inte resting to note , however, that there appears a definite 
trend in annual tag returns, as accumulative returns for the years 1949, 
1950, 1951 , 1952, and 1953 were 22.8 , 14. 3, 22 .2, 23.3, and 28.1 percents, 
respectively . 
Calculated present herd s i ze . An estimate of a minimum 1953 spring elk 
population was achieved by defining the upper accuracy limit of the 1951-
52 aerial and ground inventory . Thus a maximum effectiveness of the 
1951-52 Cache winter survey was computed at 81 07 percent. (See page 22 
for derivation of maximum success of survey .) It was assumed that ef-
fi ci ency of the 1952-53 Cache inventory was similar to that of the preceding 
year ; hence a winter Cache elk population was predicted from the known 
Table 6. 
Year 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
Cache elk populations (p) computed by the Lincoln index method and based on individual 
year taggings, 1949 to 1953 
No. elk tagged No. tagged elk Total elk kill Computed summer 
prior to hunt killed regular season elk population 
(n) (x) (k) . p = kn 
x 
52 6 135 IJ170 
102 4 150 3,825 
112 22 225 I J 145 
224 28 181 IJ444 
68 8 188 1,583 
VJ 
W 
Tabl e 7. 
Year 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
Cache elk populations .(p) comput ed by the Lincoln i ndex method and based on cululative 
years taggings, 1949 t o 1953 
No. elk tagged No. tagged elk Total elk ki ll Computed summ.er 
prior to hunt ki lled regular season elk population 
(n ) (x) (k) p . = kn 
x 
52 6 135 1,170 
146 9 150 2,435 
246 30 225 1,845 
437 43 181 1,839 
459 36 188 2, 397 
W 
-I="' 
1952-53 enumeration of 877 elk (table 2)0 This estimate was achieved 
thus l ~ 
877 
00 817 
equals 1073 elk 
Thus a minimum 1953 spring population of 1073 elk was computed for the 
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entire Cache herd o The 1953 summer herd was calculated to be 1452 head 
when the expected 379 calf crop was added to the parent spring herd. 
The 1953 calf crop of 379 was derived by using an expected summer cow-to-
calf ratio of 1 0.51 (table 12) . 
Seasonal Distribution of Population 
Summer 
Summer elk distribution was delineated during extensive ground cover-
ages of the study area throughout the 1952 summer period and through the 
distribution of the kill (figure 4 and table 18')0 Cache elk then dis-
played a dec ided preference for the aspen cover type, while coniferous 
t racts- -primarily spruce-fir--were sought secondly as an elk summer habi-
t at 0 Summer Cache elk r ange lies within the forest interior from about 
6, 000 feet to sl ightly above 9, 000 feet with optimum range between 7,000 
and 8,000 f eet elevation . 
Winter 
Di stribution of Cache elk winter populations can best be outlined 
from the annual aerial winter census and supplemented by information se-
cured from per iodic ground surveys . It is readily apparent that winter 
distribution of elk or any big game species is largely dependent upon 
exist i ng late fall and winter weather conditions. Two winters of con-
trasting weather intensity occured during the present study period . The 
1951 -52 winter was severe and the 1952-53 winter was open and mild o Elk 
were f orced onto the Wasatch face areas during the severe 1951-52 winter 
as contrasted to a greater utilization of interior areas during the milder 
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1952-53 winter (figures 5 and 6). 
Migration 
Migrations from principal wintering ranges were studied by means of 
aerial surveys and periodic ground checks. Tagged elk returns were also 
used advantageously in outlining elk travel to the summer range. 
Earliest movement in 1952 was noted when elk, which had wintered in 
Little Cottonwood, moved into the Mud Flat section about April 8. Some 
elk from Spawn Creek and Temple Fork also traveled into the Mud Flat area 
approximately at the same time. However, chief migrations from the Wasatch 
face, Blacksmith Fork, and Le~t Hand Fork areas started about the last week 
in April. Early arrivals into Elk Valley, a summer elk concentration area, 
were noted April 27. North Cache elk migration from the mountain face areas 
occurred at a slower pace and at a somewhat later date, probably because of 
extensive snow fields in migrational lanes. North Cache migration was com-
paratively short, consisting of a gradual movement to the mountain tops and 
followed by a scattering of the animals on the eastern slope. 
Cache elk spring migration can best be described by summarizing 
movement from individual major winter ranges (figure 7). 
1. The Hardware Ranch migration has been a subject of no little 
speculation; however, the general migration pattern from the Hardware 
appeared to be characterized by a 3-phased movement: (a) A gradual 
drift took place from the feed ground proper to Rock, Creek adjacent to 
the northeast portion of the Hardware; this commenced around April 15, 
1952 and April 1, 1953 0 Feeding was discontinued on April 23, 1952 and 
April 12, 1953. Migration reached a peak during the last week in April 
of each year. (b) A general movement in and around Rock Creek was noted 
for a period of 2 to 3 weeks. (c) A final migration from the Rock Creek 
area occurred into 3 major summering areas~ Bear Hollow, Elk Valley, and 
....... , 
to. 
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Figure 7. Principal Cache elk migration routes f~om winter to s~er 
ranges, 1952 and 1953 
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Strawberry Valley-Rock Creek area. Limited numbers migrated between Rock 
and Curtis Creeks toward Black Mountain. Aerial reconnaissances of 1952 
and 1953 did not show any large migration south of the Hardware Ranch, 
although small numbers of elk did migrate that way. 
2. Migration from the area between Logan and Blacksmith Fork Canyons 
occurred during the last week in April in both 1952 and 1953. Elk 
traveled to the Millville Canyon-Leatham Hollow ridge and traversed 
Leatham Hollow paralleling the northern side of Left Hand Fork and broke 
off in detached units at the mouths of Richard, nerd, and Bear Hollows. 
A few elk continued up Left Hand Fork past Boulder Mountain, presumably 
en route to Elk Valley. 
3. Spring migration from the Mud Flat and adjacent area was directed 
to the north and northwest. Elk left the area en route to the North Cache 
via Chicken Creek-Cottonwood crossing, mouth of Temple Fork-Blind Hollow 
section, and the Bear Creek trail. Other elk moved up Temple Fork toward 
Temple Mountain, while some elk journeyed toward Spawn Creek and Little 
Bear. Limited evidence suggested a possible early migration from the 
southern Mud Flat area toward Ricks and Steel Hollows as well as Lion 
Canyon. Addi tional information relative to Mud Flat elk migrat:i.on is pre-
sented in relation to spring elk use of the reseeded units. (See Mud Flat 
section of this report.) 
4. Elk wintering in the vicinity of High Creek near the Utah-Idaho 
border utilized two routes to the summer range. The major route was up 
the right hand fork of High Creek into the White Pine Lake area and the 
"Kitchen" in the head of Steam Mill. Other elk, probably supplemented by 
Idaho elk wintering east of Franklin, Idaho, migrated up Deep and Maple 
Canyons down White Canyon and crossed Franklin Basin toward Beaver 
Mountain and Wiggler Lake. It is also entirely feasible that elk winter-
ing in Franklin County, Idaho, migrate up the Cub River and south into 
Franklin Basin o 
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Spring migration is generally regulated by stage of plant growth and 
reduction of snow depths. Migration to the winter range is similarly 
stimul ated by lack of available forage in higher areas from freezing 
temperatures and adverse snow conditions. Fall migrations to winter 
ranges was observed as a build up of elk at various places followed by a 
general drifting movement of elk concentrations toward winter ranges. In 
general, migration to winter ranges was a reversal of the spring migration 
pattern . In addition, hunting pressure exerts influences, although its 
role is not fully understood or appreciated. It appeared that most elk 
movement during the 1951, 1952, and 1953 elk and deer hunting seasons were 
sporadic adjustments to hunting pressures applied on local elk populations. 
Little known migration was exhibited except for the premature arrival of 
an elk vanguard on the Hardware unit around the termination of the deer 
seas ono 
The elk tagging program initiated in 1949 has been continued each 
wint er through the 1954 season at the Hardware Ranch (table 8). Tag re-
turns thus far have produced valuable information on migrations and local 
elk movements 0 Limited tagging has also been done during the calving 
seasono Initial tagging operations began on the Wasatch face area east 
of the town of Millville. Though objectives of the tagging program have 
been partially realized through the short span of years of operation, 
frui ts of the project will become increasingly valuable as cumulative 
data are annually secured. Information to date has aided materially in 
substantiating migration and seasonal distribution of Cache elk. It is, 
furthermore, providing a basis for determining aging techniques founded 
on dentition replacement and wear. 
Table 8. Summary of Cache elk tagging data, 1949-1953 
1949 1950 
Tags Tags Tags 
1949 57 13 44 · 5 39 
1950 103 5 98 
1951 114 
1952 236 
1953 68 
Total 578" 13 44 10 137 
Accumulated 
Total 13 23 
1951 1952 
Tags Tags Tags Tags Tags Tags 
ned Remaining Returned Rema ining Returned Remaining 
6 33 1 32 3 29 
8 90 4 86 2 84 
24 90 10 80 5 75 
43 193 24 169 
9 59 
3B" 213 5B" 391 43 4Ib 
61 119 162 
+-w 
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From 1949 to 1953, 578 elk have been tagged (table 8). At the end of 
the 953 hunting season 162 (28 percent) tags had been returned. Taggings 
s i nce 1952 have utilized two tags per animal; this procedure minimizes 
l osS of identity of animal through ear tag losses. 
McCormack (1951) presented tag-return data on the South Cache elk for 
t he years 1949 and 1950. The present report indicates distribution of 
tagged elk killed in pre-season and general elk hunts as well as illegal-
ly kil led ones during deer seasons for the years 1951, 1952, and 1953 
(f i gures 8, 9, and 10). Boulder Mountain and Elk Valley sections have 
cons i stently been the areas of highest tag returns. Rock Creek and the 
eastern ridge of Strawberry Valley had the next highest tag returns. A 
greater spread in tag returns was more evident in 1953 than the preceding 
two years. This same dispersion was evident in the Millville and North 
Cache tag returns (figures 11, 12, 13, and 14). Partial explanation may 
be that Rich County and North Cache areas were set up as separate units 
during the 1953 general elk season. However, when tag returns from these 
special divisions were excluded, there still remains an unexplained spread 
i n tag returns of 1953 as compared to 1951 and 1952. 
Dur i ng the severe winter of 1951-52, 76 elk were trapped on the 
Wasatch face in the vicinity of Millville canyon. They were tagged and 
r eleased at the Hardware Ranch . A blue disc was placed in the lower right 
ear to identify these elk. One cow from this group was observed in the 
Mud Flat-Temple Fork area on May 17, 1952. Other elk of this group were 
observed throughout the 1952 summer, particularly in the Elk Valley section. 
Figures 11 and 12 indicate distribution of tag returns of the Millville 
elk group during the years 1952 and 1953. 
Also in the winter of 1951-52, fifty-two (52) elk were trapped on 
the North Cache face area immediately north of Green Canyon. Forty-two 
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of these elk ere t~gged and released at he Hardvare Rancho The remain-
ing 10 head were released untagged at the 18.rdware 0 AniItals were tagged 
with t 0 standard cattle-type tags and a yello disc in the lower right 
earo Part i cular interpst was maintained in this gro p since there as 
considerable specula ion as to vh ther these elk would return to the 
North ache district here they were trapped o A member of this group was 
first seen on June 6, 1952 one-half mile e9.st of the Elk V: l:ey Ra.nger 
Stationo 8ince that time, m mb rs of the group ere observed frequently 
in the ElK Valley and ROCk Creek sections during the summer of 19S2o 
First indica ion of the~e e k migr ting back to the orth Cache wa.s hen 
t/.TO co s of this group ere obcerved. on J ly 7, 1952 in low r Blind 
Hollo!l 0 Addi tiona information was obtain d hen a co of this group was 
killed 3 miles east of the North Cache trapping site during the 1952 
post-season hun Pour tagged c~s of th· c group w re a so observed 
reh 19, ~9 ~J near hA Torth Cache rappi~g ~iteo ag returns from 
th~ ~orth C che gro p during the years 1952 "nd 1953 are plotted in 
figures Ij and , respec ively" Of particular interest is a tag from a 
bul l of this group killed ce ber 5, 19~3, in the right fork of Crooked 
Creek, I) miles e~st of Franklin, I ahoo 
These North Cache tag re urns re even more significant since no 
other tFigged a.nimals have b~en seen or killed on the North Cache unit, 
althOugh slight~ less then six hundred elk have b en tagged on the 
en ire 0ache from 19 9 to 19530 
It is the writer ~ opinion tha much migration informa ion yet re-
mains t o be discovered or the elk on the North Ca he 0 This im: ormation 
can be discl o Ed by s~pp1ementing the H rdware Ranch ggings hrot..gh 
ta.gging ne -born elk ca.lv s whe_ever possible on the North Cache as well 
as in the ud lat sec iono In addi ion, should lk ~oncent ate near the 
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utah-Idaho border as they did in December, 1951, a cooperative effort 
hould be dertaken by the Idaho and Utah Fish and Game Departments to 
tag hes el k o It was the concensus of opinion that elk congregated near 
ranklin, daho, i n 1951 , moved into Utah along the North Cache face o 
Such a propos ed tagging endeavor in the Frankl in area would undoubtedly 
clari f he ex en of North Cache interstate elk migration o 
Herd Sex and Age Composition 
Though igures 0 total elk numbers are of indisputable management 
val e heir orth becomes even increasingly . portant when the existent 
h r compos i ion is knowno Such a knowledge of herd composition endows 
the g e anager wi h a reliable index to calf crop, sex ratios, and 
earling survival o He is t hen in a pos ition to better evaluate herd 
prod ct i i y , popu ation s atus , and necessary harvest removals o 
Co 
C che winter herd composition was derived from aerial bull and 
nt ler ess co n s , and from class ified ground cow and calf sampleso The 
nt er l es portion r ecorded from the aerial survey and then divided into 
i ts om l ementary cow and calf groups in the same proportion as observed 
on the ground . Ground se ratio counts er e not completed since it was 
oun impr ac i eal to survey sufficient number of bull wintering s ites to 
i nR e reasonabl e sampling accuracy o Aeri al census , therefore, provided 
he bas is of t he bull compl ement for c omputing herd sex ratio. Ground 
cl ss ificat ion counts of 195 52 and 1952-53 winters resulted in observed 
cO"'- -cal r a ios of 100 0~52 and 100 ~ 0047, respectively (table 9)0 
ach cow- cal f r at ios, wh n compared to those from other western herds, 
,ppear q i e n r r ow; hence tend to indicate a higher calf survival on the 
C che o 
winter sex ratios are particularly significant since they reflect, 
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been trapped at North Logan and tagged and released at the 
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been trapped at North Logan and tagged and released at the 
Hardware Ranch in February 1952 
to a marked degree, t he expectant late summer breeding bull-to-cow ratio. 
Considerable varia ion in winter sex ratios among western elk herds is 
noted in reported l iterature . Cache winter sex ratios were noted to be 
remarkedly simi lar for the 1951 - 52 and 1952-53 winter herds . Thus, a 
bul l to-co ratio of 1 : 3 . 5 and 1 ~ 3.3 were recorded, respectively . 
cC ormack (1951) recorded a winter sex ratio of 1 ~ 2.6 for the South 
ache section . Bull -cow-calf ratios in the winter Cache elk herd were 
observed as 1 ~ 2 ~ 1, respectively 0 
abl e 90 Comparative winter cow and calf ratios, Cache elk herd, 1950, 
1 952, 1953 
in er Location Cows Calves Total Cow-Calf Ca1f-Cow 
19 9-50 So Cache 104 77 181 100:0.74 100:135 
(aerial) (57 05) (42.5) (100 00) 
( cCormack, 1951) 
Hardware Ranch 194 115 309 100:0.59 100:169 
(6208) (3702) (100.0) 
95 - 52 Hardware Ranch 213 117 330 100:0.55 100~181 
(6405) (3505 ) (100.0) 
Cache l ess 
Hardware Ranch 111 52 163 100:0.47 100:214 
(6801) ( 31 . 9) (100.0) 
Cache Total 324 169 493 100:0052 100:191 
(65. 7 ) (3403) (10000) 
1952 5 Hard are Ranch 249 118 367 100 : 0.47 100 : 211 
(67.8) (32 02) (10000) 
Ad 1 sex r atio co nts at the Hardware Ranch were not representative 
o he Cache herd. since Cache bull elk were conspicuous by their absence. 
he few bulls wint ring here were preponderantly yearling and young bulls. 
An inspection of classified Cache winter herd inventory figures re-
veal s an occurrence of 31 07, 28.8 , and 2607 percent calf complements of 
t he entir e herds , 19 9-50,1951- 52" and 1952-53, respectively (table 10). 
to a marked degree, t he expectant late summer breeding bull-to-cow ratio. 
considerable varia ion in winter sex ratios among western elk herds is 
noted in reported l iterature o Cache winter sex ratios were noted to be 
re rkedly simi lar for the 1951 - 52 and 1952-53 winter herds. Thus, a 
bull to-co ratio of 1 : 3 . 5 and 1 ~ 3.3 were recorded, respectively. 
cC ormack (1951) recorded a winter sex ratio of 1 ~ 2.6 for the South 
ache section . Bull -cow-calf ratios in the winter Cache elk herd were 
observed as 2 ~ 1, respectivel y . 
able 9 0 Comparative winter cow and calf ratios, Cache elk herd, 1950, 
1 952 , 1953 
Win er Location Cows Calves Total Cow-Calf Calf-Cow 
19 9-50 So Cache 104 77 181 100:0.74 100:135 
(aerial) (57 05) (4205) (100 00) 
( cCormack, 1 951) 
Hardware Ranch 194 115 309 100:0.59 100:169 
(6208) ( 3702) (10000) 
95 - 52 Hardware Ranch 213 117 330 100:0055 100~181 
(6405) (3505 ) (100.0) 
Cache less 
Hardware Ranch 111 52 163 100:0047 100:214 
(6801) ( 31 . 9) (100.0) 
Cache Total 324 169 493 100~0052 100:191 
(650 7 ) (3403) (10000) 
1952-5 Hard are Ranch 249 118 367 100 ~ O047 100 ~ 211 
(670 8 ) ( 32 02) (10000) 
Adul t sex r at io counts at the Hardw'are Ranch were not representative 
o he Cache herd since Cache bull elk were conspicuous by their absence. 
he few bulls wintering here were preponderantly yearling and young bulls. 
An inspection of classified Cache winter herd inventory figures re-
veal s an occurrence of 3107, 28.8, and 2607 percent calf complements of 
t he entire herds, 19 9-50 , 1951 - 52" and 1952-53, respectively (table 10). 
Table 10. Comparative classified Cache elk counts for 1950, 1952, and 1953 
Total Bulls 2 pt. Bulls above 
Winter Unit Cows Calves Bulls or less 2 pt. 
1949-50 So. Cache 298 192 116 (49.2) (31.7) (19.1) 
1951-52 No. Cache 51 26 16 3 13 
So. Cache 400 208 111 36 64 
Total 451 234 127 39 77 
(55.5) (28.8) (15.7) 
1952-53 No. Cache 39 18 16 6 10 
So. Cache 440 208 129 49 80 
Total 479 226 145 55 90 (56.3) (26,,7) (17.0) 
Bulls un-
classified 
11 
11 
Grand 
Total 
606 
(100.0) 
93 
119 
812 
(100.0) 
73 
777 
850 
(100.0) 
\.Jl 
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':2he perc en of c 1 yes in he· in er herd has l ong been used as a 
basis for defining he d increase or a ten nonomously ed "calf crop ." 
Though differ iation of he terms "rate of i ncr ease' and ca f crop" 
should be made t this ime i sha~l be reserved for later cons idera ion 
within the current repor . Calf crop, as herein reported, is the per-
centage composi ion of the calf complement of the total winter or "after 
h ting seasonv herd o Consid able va i a ion is noted in reported calf-
crop figv.res (appendi t ble 1)., However thi is justifiably 0 since 
there is distir.ct h terogenei tv in estern sta e harvest p og ams, which 
ma or may not inducp s ' ecti ity of s x and ge classes in harves re-
mova _s; henc , calf crops are nume-i ~l val ues changing ith hQllting 
pressure intensities e er ed upon h bull, cow, or calf ompleme tso 
er herd 
---
a.che s ' k h rd ~. pIing was co ing the las eek in 
uly and. Lon inu d hro~gh Sep ember, 19520 An~l observpd in the field 
ere classi ied accor ing 0 heir respective SAX and age groupso 0 
fin~a_s pre alli ed 
Classifica ion of ni 
o si'" rab~ 
al l me b rs 0 the group ere las ified o 
ex remely difficul ding his period 
im~ in the chokecherr unders or in aspen 
groy " Le" fo1iQge was hignl per. is ent h en irp perio 0 
Ca v (:1 in 11 in t nce(:1 did no h 1 cows 0 In addi ion, cIa sifica ions 
0 sho ed 0 tu.re bull in 0 and c bands. urthermorl?, 
he gr zing corsi .era 1 move n of lko ore optimum classi-
fi tion condi ions p ev iled. in mid Sept ber through Oc ober 10 
er classi i c tio 0 15 elk wer .litho an known d pl i 
tion ( ab'es 1 nd 12) " For he rrost pprt s x and age ("ompo ition 
figures r q'i e comp rabl o those ob ained b in .1.9 9 nd 
19 ,0 ( Co 
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ab e 1. S~er elk herd c1 ssifi cations on the Cache 
Yr 1g o 
Location cow a1ves Total 
S ache 9 9 1 15 18 55 213 
(20 07 ) (380 0) 7,,0) (18 .. 5) (250 ) (100 00) 
S o Cache 195,0 5 9 3 2 65 259 
17 .. ) (35.2) (12~0 ) (10 0 ) 2500) (100 .. 0) 
Cache 952 28 62 12 13 38 153 
(1806) 0 0 ) ( · 7) (805) 24.8) (10000) 
C che summer bul -co -calf ratios ere roughly 1:2:1 during the 
stud period o he sam~ rat ios ere noted on he ebo summer herd 
(Rognru 1 953) " 
abl e 120 C che summer elk herd r atios 1949, 1950 and 1952 
115 All Bul s All Cows 
ear 0 to to 
Ereeding Cows All Calve 
19 9 1 1 0 68 1 103 1 0 055 
1950 1 055 1 . 1019 1 0 055 
19 2 1 1~87 1 1055 1 005 
Compl ete composition data are not avail able for the 1951 Cache 
harv st sihc calves were no~ differentia ed ithin the antler1ess grOup 
on he Black mith Fork checking station record 0 ver complete a 
w re recorded for 0 s cceeding sea ons ( abl e 13). he l ow incidence 
of a yes in th total harv t suggests a sel ctivit in favor of older 
age cl as es ithin he antlerless frac ion " In the summer her , calves 
made up abou one-third a he 0 al antlerless class; hi1e in the 1 952 
Table 13 0 Composition of Cache elk l egal harvest 
Season 
Cal ves Cows 
mal e female unclass o total 
1951 
1952 6 9 15 94 
(7 05) (47.2) 
1953 10 11 1 22 103 
(9.0) (4204) 
Kill 
Antlerless Bull s 
yrl g o mat ur e 
122 
(47.2) 
109 17 73 
(5407) (806) (3607) 
125 35 83 
(51 04) (14 .4) (34 02) 
t otal 
137 
(5208) 
90 
(450 3) 
118 
(48.6) 
Gr and Total 
259 
(100 . 0) 
199 
(100 00) 
243 
(100.0) 
\.J1 
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and 1953 ills hey ere 303 and 1706 percent of the 0 al antlerless 
ki l n The c~ ki ll i n the Cache harvest i s not compar able to he kill 
a other e ern herds since Cache h nting per its are specified a s t o 
sexo ost other avai lable k i ll compos iti on i s derived f rom herds here 
either se hun i ng is i n vo eo However 6gnr ud 's (1953 ebo data on 
an ei her sex hun s ho a compar able calf kill of 13 and 609 percent of 
t he 1951 and 1952 0 a an l erles s kill 0 
ata for age class es above the calf age, as d ermin d f rom dent al 
e aminat ion 0 t hose animal killed during the all hun ing season, are 
pre f consider ation i used in e r ss i ng acc racy 
a ging by harv s t years it ould appear hat e rli ng and ol der bull 
and co elk up to 5~ ears of age c ompr ise approxima 1 75 percent of 
he herd o b ou 60 percent of these age "c a sses were un er 3~ years 0 A 
simi lar a ge cl s co pos i t ion as observed in the 1951 and 1952 ebo elk 
harvests b Rognr d 1953)0 H ever 
reversed age clas s incid nce in a 
heat an Gaab (1952) 0 served 
ntana lK h rd harves hen 68 per 
cen of harves ed co s ere 5~ ears and ol der o Cach aging da t a suggest 
a substanti al t nover in the Cache elk popula ion 
An frequenc 0 
~---
Age class and antler-poin frequ c showed 
c_ se cor r el ion i n the 1952 da ; t hus , 410 percent 0 bulls aged b 
dpntition w re l~ and ~ ea r s and 3402 per cent of bulls er e our -points 
and nder o o ever 1953 age class and nt ler point r equenci es among 
b ls l~ and 2~ ears ere not in ag e ent with the 1952 r ecords 0 In 
19~3 ' 307 p rcent of bulls ere clas s ifie b dentition as being l~ and 
2~ years, hi e 0 par b l e antler -poin cIa si icat i on a s r ecord d t 
~ pe cen or nd ounger (table 1). These da a sugges t 
hat den al age classi i cation in he 1953 bull harvest wa s bia ed i n 
f vor 0 the ounger age classes o The iter bel ieves hat checking 
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s ati on personnel ere suffi cientl certain 0 aging yo nger age classes 
hrough ear 0 d gr oup , but acked experience in aging older 
grolipS ; hence senior gr oups er e avoided, and earl ing and two ear old 
b Is ere or freq en 1 s ought han the i r normal occurrence i he 
harvest 0 Thi sam bias was not r ep esented in female age classi i c i ons 
since l ow r j aws of all age classes ere collected and a.nal zed in con 
nection ith femal e reproduct ive t r ac s obtai ned 0 
Produc 
Th te 'p oduc ivit n eli c i ts vari ab e concep s among game orkerso 
Leopol d (1933) relates pr oducti vi yas: "0 , 0 the r ate a t which mat ure 
breedi ng stock produces other ture s tock 0 Produc ivity in 
common usa ge ha b en sed synonomousl with r eproduction, increase , r ate 
of incr ease, and ca f crop 0 I t i s r ferred t o her ein as represen ing an 
ual increment t o the par ent herd o 
Fema e her d repro uct ion 
n i ndex to reprod ction was ga i ned through anal sis of the fe ale 
l k r produ t ive tract o r act were obta ined through hunter r sponse 
ing he variou gener 1 and pos -season elk hunts held on the study 
area o Fe e el k t acts thus collected duri ng the first and second col 
1 ct ion eriods ere tagged and placed in 10 percent formalin immediately 
a he time received a he ch cking s tationso These eri collec ed 
rom ear l y 0 tober fai led t o pr oduce vi s i bl membr nes or embr os i n any 
epp ec i able quanti t 0 Various staff members 0 the Utah State Agricu tural 
Col e ge ere of t h opi nion that he recover i nci dence of embryol ogical 
ee i ns ho d b more pronounced in elk uteri collected t this ate 
han had been f ound as he post-coitus per iod of s ome elk 0 d approxi-
ate hree w eks 0 one montho t was point ed out b hem that under the 
p st collec ion program ther e might well have been a rapid degeneration 
Table 14. Comparative age classes in Cache elk herd as reflected through October harvest samples 
for 1951 , 1952, and 1953 
A. Cows 
Age class in percent Sample 
Season 1.1 2 2.1 2 3.1 2 41. 2 5! and older size 
1951 61.8 17.2 20.6 6.9 3.5 29 
1952 27.2 17.0 14.2 17.1 25·5 70 
1953 20.0 30.0 17.5 7.5 25.0 40 
B. Bulls 
Age class in percent Sample 
Season 1~ 2~ 3~ 4~ 5~ and older size 
1951 36.9 13.1 13.1 6.5 20.4 46 
1952 22.3 19.1 12.7 20.6 25.3 63 
1953 43.3 20 .4 13.6 18.2 4.5 44 
Total 
cow kill 
approx. 
75 
85 
75 
Total 
cow kill 
121 
84 
109 
0'. 
I--' 
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of he del i cate embr onic embr anes , since a day or ore often lapsed 
be een ime 0 kill and fixation of the ut eri i n f ormal in o 
Mechniques were thus modified during 1953, al owing uteri to be ana 
1 zed resh f or pregnancy o Ana ysis then consisted of suspending each 
disected uterus in a saline bath o If present, embr onic membranes floated 
freel f rom the uterus o Thi s technique as util ized by the wri er on 1953 
Cache and ebo collections o Though ease of r ecovery of vis ible membranes 
and embr 0 was greatly enhanced b the l atter procedure , no increase in 
the otal recov ry incidence was evident o It was concluded fro his work 
that pregnancy s a tus cannot be ascer a i ned in ear l Oc ober collec ions 
hrough normal occu a r means because of l ack of embr ol ogica l develop ent o 
Ovu ation a~d pigmented sea! incidence wer e the ulti mate f indings derived 
r o tracts collect ed in the earl Oc ober period o 
r act s 0 analyzed were placed i n a 0 percent f ormali tt and ovaries 
ere l a er udied for 0 lation inc idence a s determined by the pr sence 
o c rent corpora luteao Ovari es were s liced longi dinally in 1 to 2 
o sec iorts a s per procedure of Chea urn (1949 and Cheatum and Gaab 
cros copic examination of ovari n sections was then conducted 
for ren corpora 1 eao Corpora lut eal scar incidence (pigmented s car) 
a also l i s t ed as a possible i ndex to the former pregnanc period ~ 
Though lut a l scars in white-tai led deer - ere demonstrated t o be a valid 
inde to the former pregnancy (Cheatum, 1949), imi lar s igni ficance for 
elk r main t o be verified (Cheatum and Gaab , 1952) 0 
esults ~ ovar anal yses 
orpdra utea and pigmented s car i nc i d nee is' posted for the Cach 
hprd i n t bl e 150 Th yearling and ol der female sample from the entire 
herd in the ea r 
lat ion f1'e quenc 
Oc ober 1952 collections show d a 7 0 per cent ovu 
whi l e 96 06 percent 0 the mature emales i n the same 
5 pI e had ovul ted. Comparable ovulation s observed as 93.5 and 100 
er cpnts, respec ively, in the early October 1953 collection . In the 
~ebo female herd, 75 .7 percent of earling and older elk had ovulated in 
o ober 0 195; hile 90 .5 percen of the mature females had done so 
ogn d, 1953)0 The writer found in he ebo collec ions f or October 
1953 ha 7706 p r cent of yearling and old r e ale ovaries and 92. per-
e 0 ovar e from the ature female con in d c ren corpora. Ovaries 
h Rea on elk herd in northcen ral Utah ere collected in late 
o ober a 19530 These showed an ovulation incidence of 97.3 percent for 
e l ing and older elk, hile he e fe a le r a c ion e eri need 100 
ce 
C che pos -season collections mad in 1952 and 1953 hunting seasons 
on i ned 0 9 and 28 cows, esp c ivel ; hough 4 and 11 complete 
ts, respectivel were collec ed Thi s ~ 11 population sample is 
o small 0 relate ovulation incidence and pregn nc findings to the 
ire herdo 
V r earl i n the analysis ark of elk ova ies he writer observed 
n the inc idence of multi ple corpora lutea as high in comparison to 
n o~ a Single corpu. It was reasoned b y so e that the occurrence of 
h maIler corpus in rela ion to he la ger one or ones within a given 
se+ a ovaries probably ypified a recurr nt oes ~rus c cle i~ hich he 
ini iall exhibited internal res onse o .th oestrus c cle but 
d to b bredo f his were so then 0 p or more of the corpora 
yo d sho~ ti s e degenera ion. 
collected in October 0 1953 con aining singl e and multiple 
C ora lu ea were hus nalyzed histologicall in order 0 ascerta in the 
signific ce of ult i Ie corpora in rela ion 0 the oes rus c cle of elk. 
l er e set 0 ovaries, including hose rom e l ing co s were 
Table 150 
Age CL1SS 
11.. ~ 
21.. 2 
3~ 
1 
2' 
5~ Plus 
Unverified 
Maternal 
Unverified 
irginal 
Total 
Cor pora lutea and pigmented scar incidence i n (' ~.chp elk ovaries C"ollected i n ear l 
October of 1952 ~nd 19530 
Total Noo of Avera.ge No o Total 
No 0 Analyz ed NaG Ovulat ed Curr ent Corpora Corpora 
1952 1953 1952 1953 1952 1953 1952 1953 1952 
7 5 0 3 0 3 0 100 0 0 
3 3 3 3 6 5 2 1066 2 0 
4 6 4 6 4 10 100 1066 7 4 
7 1 6 1 6 2 10 0 200 8 1 
10 7 10 7 18 11 1080 1085 15 10 
6 7 6 7 11 14 1083 20 0 8 9 
2 2 3 . 1050 0 
37 31 29 29 45 48 1.50 1065 40 24 
0 0 
0.66 0 
1075 0.66 
1033 1.0 
1 050 1 . 43 
1 033 1~28 
0 0 
1033 1000 
0\ 
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prepared by standard histological techniques and sectioned, mounted, and 
examined microscopically. 
Current corpora lutea were studied in single and multiple occurrences 
in order to determine functional status. All corpora, whether single, 
multiple, or present in yearling cows, appeared functional. 
Pigmented scar incidence observed in the 2~ year old age class in 
the October 1952 collection was 66 percent. Rognrud (1953) reported that 
2~ year ol d Nebo cowage class possessed 22 .2 and 10.7 percent incidence 
in October 1951 and 1953 collections, while he found 33.3 and 25 percent 
pigmented scar frequency in the same age class in 1951 and 1953 post-
seas on hunts . A 14.2 percent incidence in the 2~ year age group was re-
corded by Cheatum and Gaab (1952) in the January 1951 North Yellowstone 
collection. Pigmented scars in 2~ year old elk tentatively suggest 
breeding as yearlings. 
Current corpora lutea incidence of 33.3 and 60.0 percent were found 
i n Cache yearling elk in October 1951 and 1953 0 The writer found 47 .3 
percent or 9 out of 19 yearling cows had ovulated in the October 1953 
Nebo collections. No Cache yearling elk ovaries collected in the 1952 
October or post-season hunts possessed current corpora. Rognrud (1953) 
also reported that no corpora were observed in yearling elk in the 1952 
Oct ober collection on the Nebo . 
regnancy findings 
Pregnancy data obtained through analysis of reproductive tracts col-
lected in the general early October season will purposely be deleted for 
reasons previously enumerated. All 6 of the 6 mature elk uteri collected 
in J anuary 1953 contained embryos, or fetuses. Likewise, 100 percent of 
the 11 adult tracts obtained in late January 1954 were gravid. In ad-
dition, 3 out of 4 long yearlings collected in the latter situation 
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possessed fetuses. Admittedly, these data cannot be applied to the total 
Cache herd with any degree of confidence because of the small population 
sampl e (harvest). 
However, sufficient uteri from Nebo post-season hunts in December 1951 
and January 1953 were collected and analyzed (Rognrud, 1953); thus, 90.5 
percent of the 1951 cows of ~ years and older and 77.1 percent of the 1953 
mature el k bore fetus es. 
Pregnancy in other elk herds have been described by various writers. 
The f ol lowing rates are expressed as percent of mature elk pregnant with-
i n the adult female herd, thus pregnancy frequency in the Northern Yellow-
s t one herd has been reported as : 98 percent in 1929, 74.4 in 1935, 91.1 
i n 1937, 79 in 1950, and 94 percent in 1951 ,(Rush, 1932; Mills, 1936; West, 
1941; and Kittams, 1953) . Kittams (1953) summarized that the Northern 
Yellowstone herd experienced 85 percent average annual pregnancy. 
Herd pregnancy ratios are also reported for Banff Park elk; thus 
Cowan (1947 ) relates pregnancies of 63 percent in 1942, 76 in 1944, 93 
i n 1945 , and 75 percent in 1946. Green (1950) summarized that Banff Park 
elk averaged 78 percent annual pregnancy from 1945-48. 
In J ackson Hole 334 female elk 2~ years and older were examined in 
1936 i n a herd reduction program, and 89 .2 percent of these were with 
calf ( urie , 1951) 0 In a similar reduction program in 1943, 90 .4 percent 
of 2~ years and ol der cows were pregnant (Murie, 1951). 
Though pregnancy incidence appears high in the winter female herd, 
summer cow-to-calf ratios do not affirm such comparable fertility. 
Rognr ud's (1953 ) Nebo data showed 87 .0 percent of the uteri from the 
total female herd (yearling and older) contained fetuses duri ng December 
1951. However, only 54.3 percent of comparable age classes in the 1952 
summer period were represented by calves . Murie (1951) was cognizant of 
the described incongruency as indicated by the following remarks: 
Inspection of the figures given above (calf crop data) shows 
that, roughly speaking, about one-third of the ideal calf 
crop (one calf to each cow of bearing age) reaches the age 
of about 10 months. What has become of the other two-thirds? 
On the South Cache, 67.9 percent of cows 2 years and older were repre-
sented by calves in late summer of 1949; similarly, cows of the same 
corresponding age groups were represented by calves by an incidence of 
7105 percent in the late 1950 summer herd (from McCormack's data, 1951). 
Calves, likewise, represented 61.3 percent of the above age groups in the 
late 1952 summer Cache herd. No corresponding pregnancy data are availa-
ble for winters preceding the latter recorded summer calf incidence. 
Cursory examination of' Cache elk summer cow-to-calf ratios and 
limited pregnancy information suggest that the Cache elk herd is normal 
in respect to fertility. 
Yearling pregnancy. Elk cows generally breed at approximately 2 years 
and 4 months of age (Murie, 1951) and calve at 3. Available literature 
to date relate the occurrence of pregnancy in but 4 yearling elk cows 
whose ages were verified by dentition. Mills (1936) first reported a 
yearling cow bearing a fetus. The incidence 'WaS lout of 5 yearlings ex-
ami ned from the North Yellowstone herd. One yearling in 14 bore a fetus 
in a January 1951 collection from this same herd (Cheatum and Gaab, 1952). 
Ro.gnrud (1953) discovered a pregnant yearling cow in the 1951-52 Nebo 
winter loss. Among 7 yearling cow elk killed in early January 1952 in the 
Rocky Mountain National Park, one bore a fetus (Coffin and Remington, 
1953) . 
These limited entries. suggest a small fraction of yearling elk 
breeding; however, during the course of the present Cache study and 
subsequent field work on the Nebo elk herd, the writer has found 6 pregnant 
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long yearlings during the 1953 and 1954 post-season collections. Lower 
jaWS were kept on 5 of these for reference. Three of the elk were dressed 
out by the writer and a local warden . The recorded incidence of yearling 
fertility was 75 percent out o~ 4 yeaTlings on the Cache and 100 percent 
of 3 on the Nebo o This frequency, as suggested by these small samples, 
is not believed to mirror any such appreciable pregnancy within the 
yearling classes of the respective herds. However, these and other records 
denote a fact that some yearling cow elk become pregnant under northern 
and central Utah conditions . 
As yet frequency of breeding in the yearling age class is not known, 
though ovulation frequency among yearlings for the years 1951, 1952, and 
1953, together with pigmented scar incidence in the 2! year age class, 
tend to sUbstantiate that (1) an appreciable number of yearling cow elk 
are capable of and may be bred successfully, and (2) ovulation and pregnan-
cy among yearling elk occur at a variable annual rate. No yearling elk 
ovaries examined by the writer in the 1952 season contained current corpo-
ra lutea. Rognrud (1953) similarly observed that in 1952 analyses only 
one Nebo yearling elk out of 30 examined was pregnant, or contained 
, current corpora lutea o The 1952 hunting season followed an unprecedented 
severe winter. 
Pigmented scar incidence in ovaries collected in 1953 from the 2! 
year age class, though meager, appear to coincide with the observed 
pattern of yearling breeding failure in the 1952 seasono 
These data suggest an additional hypothesis in relation to yearling 
cow elk breeding; namely, the extent of yearling precociousness, as evi-
denced by successful breeding, is inversely proportional to the severity 
and duration of the preceding winter while the animals are then calves. 
Thus, most yearling cows fail to ovulate following winters of extreme 
intensity and duration; while conversely, significant numbers do ovulate 
when t he preceding winter is moderate to light in intensity and short in 
duration . 
In the case of young domestic animals, the plane of nutrition has 
already been demonstrated to affect pregnancy; thus, in an experiment in-
volving ewe lamb feeding during their first winter, the results showed 
that the percentage of ewes lambing at two years of age was 64.7 per cent 
in t he group that was fed hay and grain and only 45.5 percent in the group 
foraging on the range (Esplin, et al 0, 1940). The authors concluded, "The 
difference in lambing percentages are too great to be merely owing to 
chance . " In addition, Maynard ' (1951) stated in respect to farm animals: 
!lUnder-nutrition delays puberty in both male and female." It can simi-
larly be reasoned that the described variable yearling elk breeding 
condition is closely allied with food intake in relation to maintenance 
and growth requirements of the growing calf throughout the initial year 
of life. If, for instance, the availability of food and the expenditure 
of energy are such as usually exist during a severe winter, the young 
animal utilizes first the nutrients needed for maintenance and secondly 
the remnant amount for growth . Calf growth requirements in terms of 
nutrient intake are probably never met adequately in rigorous winters 
since food availability is curbed and energy expenditure per unit of body 
surface is high. Adult females do not have this same problem to cope with 
as the food intake need not be expended to any appreciable extent on 
growth . 
An effort should be made to collect reproductive data during those 
post-season hunts where sufficient permits are available to assure a 
statistically sound population sample. Yearling pregnancy could then be 
evaluated in a clearer perspective to the total female herd . 
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Twinning . No instance of twinning was recorded for the Cache herd 
during examination of gravid uteri 0 In&tances of twinning have been re-
ported by a few individualso However, Kittams (1953) summarized that 
twinning incidence among elk is bel ow one-half of one percent . 
Productivity by indices 
Herd increase. Herd productivity can be evaluated quantitatively if 
such information as summer and winter herd composition and cow-to calf 
ratios are known . Thus herd increment based on South Cache elk classifi-
cation in the summer of 1949 showed a 34.8 percent herd increase over the 
parent spring herd (McCormack, 1951) . Similarly, this same study found 
the 1950 herd increment to be 33 05 percent. Likewise, the 1952 Cache herd 
increase was 33.0 percent, based on summer herd composition. However, 
for 1953 calculations were made of the expectant calf crop on the basis 
of each cow yearling and older averaging 0.51 calf (table 12) . This ap-
proach indicated the 1953 herd had a 35 .3 percent increase. Similarly, 
the Nebo elk herd was reported to have had a 33 .3 percent increase in 
1947 (Rasmussen and Doman, 1947) and 33.9 percent average in 1951 and 
1952 (Rognrud, 1953) . 
Cache cow-to-calf ratio in the 1952 summer classified count was 
1 ~ 0.51, or 51 percent, fecund cows (table 12). Likewise, summer classi-
fi cations in 1949 and 1950 showed 1 : 0.55 cow-to-calf ratio, or 55 
percent, for both periods (McCormack, 1951). These ratios when compared 
t o other western herds (appendix table 9) show a slightly higher calf 
incidence within Utah elk herds . 
Productivity has more universely been evaluated in terms of calf 
crop, which in its strict sense is composition . In Utah the calf crops, 
as represented by classified summer counts, approximate 25 percent of the 
Classified summer elk herd (appendix table 10); but calf crops as related 
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in the "before hunting season herds" of Wyoming and Montana were reported 
considerably less. 
Many differences in reported winter and summer calf crop data are 
noted in available literature, though close intra-regional similarities 
are observed (appendix tables 9 and 10). Some of these differences may 
well be the results of differential mortality from adverse weather condi-
tions. Similarly, some areas may experience higher calf mortality through 
predation. Further disparities may be attributed to the affect of optimum 
and poor range conditions on fertility, calf crops, and calf survival. 
Differences among reported calf crop data can also be attributed to 
the varied state harvest programs, for there exists a distinct hetero-
genity among state hunting programs which mayor may not induce sex or 
age class selectivity within the herd. Last, but not least, is the sali-
ent point brought up by Murie (1951) who explained: "This is one of the 
most difficult facts to determine (rate of increase or, as discussed, per-
cent calf composition), and probably in no other phase of game problems is 
there greater discrepancy in estimates." 
Herd increase dis.cussion. Cow and calf ratios appear by far the more 
constant and accurate means of expressing the relative increase to an elk 
herd, though unfortunately calf composition in relation to the total 
classified herd has now grown through common usage to be the "yard stick" 
of herd increase measurement. The calf incidence of a certainty bears a 
definite, constant relationship to the cow fraction; however, calf crops 
(represented by composition) do not possess the same perspective within 
the total herd, for, as the bull complement increases, ~alf composition 
decreases. It is evident that the tertiary sex ratios do assuredly 
differ from herd to herd and from state to state. 
Convention, however, dictates that herd increase be expressed in terms 
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of "calf crop" (composition) in the classified summer and winter herd 
samples. This usage has produced a clouded concept of the true relation-
ship of calf crop (represented by composition), herd increase, and rate 
of increase. The terms "herd increase", "calf crop", "rate of increase", 
and "reproduction" are used synonomously in both usage and actual thinking 
by some big game technicians and wildlife workers. For instance, in the 
1952 Cache classified summer herd sample, 38 calves, 75 cows, and 41 bulls 
were recorded. The "calf crop" as used in its liberal sense of composi-
tion was 24.8 percent; however, the actual herd increase was 33.0 percent 
of the parent herd, and the rate of increase was 1.33. These numerical 
values make it evident that each should have a particular name, and this 
study uses a definite term for each numerical sense. Individual workers, 
however, should develop a true perspective of the relationship of these 
expressions and terms. 
Rate of increase. Rate of increase is a mathematical expression indi-
cating quantitatively how much a herd, or group of animals, increases 
annually. This expression has the same relationship in showing how an 
elk or deer herd increases as the rate of interest has in indicating the 
relationship of 'the amount of money payed or earned, based on the princi-
pal amount borrowed or loaned. For instance, an individual loaned money 
to another person at 7 percent interest per year. The rate of interest 
earned by the money loaned would be 1.07 percent p~r annum. 
Percent of herd increase can be arrivea at by moving the decimal 
point two places to the right in the percent-interest part in the rate-
of -increase figure and by dropping the "1." Thus, when the rate of 
increase is 1.33 for an elk herd, the percent of herd increase would 
correspondingly be 33 percent. 
Maximum rate of increase for an elk herd whose cows have a 2-year 
13 
delay in initial breeding has been computed at 1030 (Kelker, 1954). It 
appears that rates of increase above 1.30 probably reflect yearling cow 
elk breeding or decreased composition of the bull complement within the 
herd, or both. 
Computed rates of increase for the Cache elk herd were 1.34, 1.33, 
1.33, and 1.35 for the years 1949, 1950, 1952, and 1953, respectively. 
Nebo elk herd rates of increase were 1.33 and 1.34 (Rasmussen and Doman, 
1941, and Rognrud, 1953). Thes~ figures are based on the summer herd 
compositions. 
The maximum rate of increase for deer having one fawn per doe is 
1.36 (Kelker, 1941). Our Cache elk herd, then, seems to have nearly at-
tained this value. Since some cows are sterile or new calves die, the 
herd has not reached 1.36 but has exhibited the attributes of the mentioned 
deer herd. The major ways that it can do so are by excessive twinning or 
by yearling cows becomin~ pregnant. This latter case, then, is more proba-
bly what has happend on the Cache. 
Herd Losses 
Legal harvest 
Legal harvest removals from the Cache elk herd were readily available 
from checking station records. These records are accurate since Utah elk 
hunters are required by law to check in and out of designated checking 
stations regardless of hunting success. 
Elk hunting on the Cache unit is restricted to the permit system, as 
is all Utah elk hunting. Though either sex permits have been available 
in conjunction with bull and antlerless permits on various annual hunts, 
only five annual, general season, either sex, Cache hunts have been held 
since the inception of elk hunting in 1925. More often permits for a 
specified sex have been authorized. 
Permits authorized during the three seasons 1951, 1952, and 1953 
have averaged slightly less than 300 per annum. Legal kills of 259, 199, 
and 243 were taken in the 1951, 1952, and 1953 seasons, respectively, for 
over-all hunter successes of 86,80, and 76 percents (table 16). The 
reduced 1952 seasonal kill is due to the retention of 50 post-season 
permits to the 1953 season because of mild 1952-53 winter conditions 
during which elk failed to migrate to their normal wintering sites. 
These permits involved 10 bulls, 20 antlerless, and 20 either sex. De-
creased hunter success in the 1953 season is interpreted to be the result 
of the belated autumn season during which leaf foliage was highly per-
sistent. 
A summary of available Cache harvest data since the inception of 
renewed hunting in 1925 is presented in table 17. Data prior to 1951 are 
taken from the files of the Utah State Department of Fish and Game. 
Distribution of daily kill for the past three years 
has followed the typical pattern of heavy kills during the first two 
days. Thus, dai~y kills of 77.9, 78.6, and 65.4 percents were recorded 
for the first two days of 1951, 1952, and 1953 seasons, respectively 
(figure 15). 
Distribution of kill. Distribution of elk kill during the regular 
1951, 1952, and 1953 October seasons is shown in table 18} distribution 
units are likewise indicated in figure 16. These units were arbitrarily 
organized to assign areal kill and do not correspond to any population 
relationship within the unit. The Elk Valley unit (5) consistently pro-
duced slightly in excess of half of the total Cache general elk kill for 
the years 1951 and 1952, but failed to do so in 1953. This decline was 
believed to be a reflection of hunting pressures directed to the North 
Cache and Rich County units when special divisions of the Cache general 
Table 16 0 Summary of 1951, 1952, and 1953 Cache legal elk harvests 
Kill 
cows calves antler- bulls 
Permits Hunters Hunter mo f. uncl. total less spike above uncl.total Total 
Year Type of Hunt Author. Afield Success . & 2 pt. 2 pt. 
Rich Co., E.S., 
Pre-season 20 20 100.0 8 2 2 10 10 10 20 
1951 Cache general, 
antlerless 111 111 94.0 104 104 
Cache gen., bull 150 150 80.6 121 121 
N. Cache, 
antlerless 10 10 80.0 7 1 1 8 8 
N. Cache, bull 10 10 60.0 4 2 6 6 
Total 301 301 86.0 15 122 137 259 
Cache general, 
antlerless 111 110 88 03 85 5 7 12 97 97 
1952 Cache gen., bull 120 120 70.0 14 70 84 84 
N. C ac he, E. S . , 
Post-season 20 19 95.0 9 1 2 3 12 3 3 6 18 
Total 251 249 80.0 94 6 9 15 109 17 73 90 199 
S. Cache, 
antlerless 91 91 79.2 59 6 7 13 72 72 
S. Cache, bull 125 124 72.5 25 65 -90 90 
1953 Rich Co., E.S. 35 35 74.3 11 1 1 2 13 4 8 1 13 26 
N. Cache, E.S. 25 25 44.0 5 5 2 4 6 11 
Cache face, E.S., 
Post-season (Hold- 47 44 100.0 28 4 3 7 35 4 5 9 44 
over permits from 
1952) 
76.2 82 118 243 
-.l 
Total 323 319 103 10 11 1 22 125 35 1 \J1 
hunt were set up in indicated units 1, 3, and 12, respectively. It was 
i n the latter three units that hunters failed to hunt in sufficient numbers 
when they were allowed to select hunting areas of their choice. 
Though desirable harvest removals are important in efficient manage-
ment, equally so is the distribution of that harvest. It, therefore, was 
expedient that harvest plans provide an adequate distribution of kill on 
the North Cache and Rich County areas. This practice of setting up 3 
units on the general hunt has been successful to date. It should not, 
however, be inferred that elk in these units are distinct population enti-
t i es , for such is not the case. 
Crippling loss 
Crippling loss for the Cache elk herd was recorded from hunter re-
port s obtained at checking stations and in the field, warden-field 
observations, and limited orgahized coverages of elk ranges. Known 
crippling losses thus constituted 9.8, 5.0, and 8.1 percent of the 1951, 
1952, and 1953 general season kill, respectively. 
A dire need is exhibited for accurate elk crippling loss information 
on t he Cache and many other western elk herds, though Colorado's experi-
ences have contributed much to our limited knowledge of elk crippling 
losses (Hunter, 1945 and Riordan, 1949). Even so, the popular method of 
projecting herd crippling loss from hunter-interview results is subject 
to cons iderable error. 
McCormack (1951) estimated that South Cache elk crippling losses were 
15 and 18 percents during the 1949 and 1950 general hunts. An interview 
of 50 percent of Cache elk hunters constituted the basis of McCormack's 
estimat e. Olsen (1939) reported a 15 percent crippling loss on Nebo elk. 
Hunter (1945) reveal ed a 15 percent crippling loss in Colorado elk herds, 
While Riordan 's (1949) wounding loss survey in Colorado was listed at 
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Table 17. Summary of harvest data for the Cache elk herd, 1925-1953 
Permits Sold Legal Kill 
Antler- Either Antler- Unclas- Hunter 
Year Bull less sex Total Bull less sified Total Success 
1925 140 140 52 52 104 74 
1928 46 46 18 18 40 
1929 79 79 69 69 87 
1931 75 75 54 54 73 
1932 62 62 50 50 80 
1933 60 60 52 52 87 
1934 75 75 57 57 76 
1935 100 100 60 24 84 84 
1936 85 85 34 35 69 81 
1937 50 50 36 36 72 
1938 40 35 50 125 44 30 39 113 85 
1939 150 150 30 48 78 50 
1940 70 70 140 62 71 133 95 
1941 75 75 150 69 73 142 87 
1942 51 49 100 41 46 87 87 
1943 64 61 125 35 40 75 60 
1944 47 33 80 35 29 64 80 
1945 75 50 125 67 49 116 93 
1946 20 20 100 140 50 62 112 80 
1947 30 20 100 150 62 76 138 92 
1948 180 180 53 87 140 80 
1949 75 45 80 200 110 70 180 92 
1950 125 60 20 205 110 64 174 85 
1951 160 121 20 301 137 122 259 86 
1952 120 111 20 251 90 109 199 80 
1953 125 91 107 ~ 118 125 243 76 
, Total 1,524 841 1,152 3,517 1,595 1',212 39 2,846 Av. 81 
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Figure 15. Elk kill, by days, during 1951, 1952, and 1953 Cache general seasons -l ex> 
approximately 10 percent of the legal kill. Present Cache crippling 
losses probably approximate 15 percent. 
Illegal kill 
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In contrast to McCormack's South Cache findings (1951) and Rognrud's 
Nebo elk report (1953), illegal kill of elk on the Cache was found to be 
significant during the present study. The principal component of illegal 
kill thus found was elk killed during the deer season. 
Wherein possible, field verification of illegally killed elk was made. 
Forty-three (43) illegally killed elk were recorded during the 1952 deer 
season. Distribution and composition of this kill is presented in figure 
17. Composition of this kill was 24 cows, 4 calves, 11 bulls, and 4 un-
classified. Seven of this number were salvaged; but inadequate description 
of kill location and tardiness of reports, combined with warm weather condi-
tions, precluded a successful salvage of most animals. 
Complete records of elk illegally killed during prior Cache deer hunts 
are noticeably absent; however, a 1939 report in the Utah Cooperative Wild-
life Research Unit files in Logan tends to substantiate findings of the 
present study. During the 1939 buck-deer hunt, 34 elk kills were reported 
to game wardens and deer checking station attendants (Utah Coop. Wildl. 
Res. Unit file, 1939). Composition of this illegal kill was listed as 9 
bulls, 12 cows and calves, and 13 unclassified elk (figure 18). Sixteen 
of these elk were killed within the boundaries of the newly opened Saddle 
Creek Game Preserve. This area was closed to deer hunting during the 
years of the present study. Twenty-five elk were reportedly killed by 
deer hunters on the Cache in 1940 (Turpin, 1940). 
Advocates of the buck-only type of a deer hunt were enthusiastically 
eager to pronounce the large kill of illegal elk in the 1952 deer season 
a common feature of an either-sex deer hunt. Their contentions were that 
Table 18. Distribution of elk kill - Cache general seasons, October 1951, 1952, and 1953 
(See figure 16 for unit designationo) 
Kill 
Bull Antlerless Total Percent of Kill 
Unit 1951 1952 1953 1951 1952 1953 1951 1952 1953 1951 1952 1953 
1 2 1 6 0 0 5 2 1 11 0.90 0.56 5.71 
2 8 2 9 1 4 5 9 6 14 4.08 3.36 7.25 
3 8 5 8 9 9 i2 17 14 20 7.73 7.87 10.35 
4 7 7 3 5 4 6 12 11 9 5.45 6.16 4.66 
5 73 40 39 58 60 34 131 100 73 59.60 56.30 37.81 
6 2 8 6 4 3 4 6 11 10 2·72 6.16 5.19 
7 10 9 12 6 11 5 16 20 17 7.28 11.22 8.82 
8 1 1 3 0 0 2 1 1 5 0.45 0.56 2.59 
9 10 8 15 11 2 12 21 10 27 9.54 5.63 14.00 
10 0 2 0 3 1 2 3 3 2 1.35 1.68 1.03 
11 0 0 0 2 1 2 2 1 0 0.90 0.56 0.00 
12 0 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 5 0.00 0.00 2·59 
121 83 104 99 95 89 220 178 193 100.00 100.00 100.00 
en 
0 
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under the buck-only type of hunt deer hunters would have no logical 
reason to kill antlerless elk in confusion of buck deer. The unsound-
ness of this thinking was reflected in the 1939 illegal kill when more 
cows and calves were killed than bulls during the buck-deer hunt. 
Most difficult evaluation of all herd mortality is that resultant 
from poaching. It does not appear to confine to any designated season, 
time of day, nor predictable characteristic pattern. Cache elk poaching 
losses are not believed to be of serious consequence to total herd drain 
during present times of economic stability. They may, however, reach 
serious proportions during periods of recessions as indicated by a singu-
lar record in Logan files reporting the occurrence of considerable elk 
poaching during the early 1930· period. 
Known poaching in 1951-52 season on the Cache area was restricted 
to a single incident involving seven head of elk killed from the main 
highway near the mouth of Temple Fork Canyon. Poaching discoveries of 
1952-53 seasons were confined to two bulls killed in August at the head 
of Cheeney Creek where poachers used a tractor to convey elk to a truck. 
Part of the frame of a large elk, believed to be a bull, was found in 
Logan Canyon in February 1953. 
Poaching may have well increased some with the advent of the modern 
deep freeze and its popular use in rural communities. Interviews with a 
local Round Valley rancher, whose confidence was secured, bear out the 
fact that a limited amount of poaching takes place in the Round Valley 
area of Rich County. Elk are reportedly killed in rancher's hay and 
grain fields. The informant estimated that 20 head of elk are poached 
each year on the Rich County slope, with the greatest amount of poaching 
confined to the Round Valley area. Circumstantial evidence tends to 
support this premise very well. 
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Natural causes 
Natural losses occurring from time to time were recorded as they 
were observed in the field. Malnutrition and other natural losses were 
sought during a systematic coverage of major elk wintering ranges. 
Malnutrition . The severe 1951-52 winter contributed heavily to Cache 
elk winter loss . Though such a great loss has never been reported for 
the herd, it was not considered of extreme serious consequence. Fifty-
five elk were classified as malnutrition losses as evidenced by bone 
marrow analysis . Calves contributed 80 percent of all such known losses. 
Losses at the Hardware Ranch, where feeding activities continued 
through late April, were not large in comparison to number of elk being 
fed. Malnutrition losses amounted to merely 2.6 percent of the winter 
ranch herd . Overall 1951-52 natural winter herd losses at the ranch were 
4.2 percent. Ninety-two percent of the classified malnutrition losses at 
the Hardware Ranch were from elk trapped on the North Cache and Millville 
areas and released at this site . This loss alone indicated that future 
trapping operations of this nature should provide for immediate release 
of the animals rather than retainlng them, thus contributing to an un-
necessary expenditu~e of critically needed energy through milling and 
fighting the trap . 
Known winter mortality accounted for 6 .6 percent of the 1951-52 
Cache censused winter herd . When the estimated winter loss of 80 head 
is taken into consideration, the 1951-52 winter mortality would be 9.8 
percent of the enumerated winter herd. Minimal winter losses occurred 
during the mild 1952-53 seasonj however, no losses were known to stem 
from malnutrition . Very limited winter losses were also observed during 
McCormack's (1951) investigation o~ the South Cache elk. 
Disease and parasites . Two parasitic forms were almost universally 
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present in dead elk in the winter time; however) the winter tick 
(Dermacentor al bapictus ) occurred more frequenty than the larvae of the 
bot fly (Cephenomyia pratti ) . Both forms, though not lethal, generally 
conform into the category of contributing or secondary factors in elk 
deaths. 
Bl ood sampl es were collected from 4 bulls and 3 cows taken on the 
1953 J anuary North Cache hunt . I n addition, samples were obtained from 
16 cow elk at the Hardware Ranch during 1953 winter ear tagging opera-
tions. All 23 b lood samples were negative to brucellosis when analyzed 
by the agglutination t est o No agglutination occurred in titers of 1 ~ 50, 
1 :100 , and 1 :200 0 Though the result s of this limited sample are not con-
cl usive enough to pl ace statistical reliance in the absence of this 
di sease, it is nevertheless believed that the Cache elk herd is free from 
brucell osis 0 The high incidence of calves in the herd tends to preclude 
t he e istence of such a disease which would, were it present, cause 
ex ensive f etal abortions 0 
An exhaus t ive survey of diseases and parasites in the Cache elk herd 
ould undoubtedly corroborate the presence of numerous forms; but since 
disea ses and par aSites do not appear to be the etiological agents responsi-
ble for the limited current natural elk mortality, it appears that manage-
ment endeavors need not a t this time concentrate their efforts in pursuit 
of such academic dis coveries o 
Pr edation 0 he Cache el k herd i s not affected to any extent by pre-
dation . Thi s f indi ng is in conformity with a 1949-50 study (McCormack, 
1951 0 hough limited coyote and bobca t kills and one cougar kill were 
not ed on deer within t he s t udy area, the writer failed to find a single 
elk killed o 11 predator use of elk appeared carrion . 
NUisance el k r emoval 
his ype of removal is necessary in most herds whose ranges are co-
existent with or peripheral to agricultural lands. Such removals during 
the present st dy were l imited to the Rich County s l ope where 11 elk were 
removed in he Little Creek area near Randolph during December of 1951 
and 1 bull was removed from the Round Valley section during August of 1952 . 
Cripple removal 
Removal of crippled animals is another source of herd drain. This 
procedure is, however , sage since the meat of the crippled elk can gener-
ally be used o Experience has shown that winter s of moderate intensity 
generally preclude survival of more badly crippled elk . At the Hardware 
Ranch such elk a s o present a public spectacle. Six cows and 2 calves 
were thus removed on the entire Cache during the 1951-52 winter. It was 
necessary to remove only 1 cow during the 1952- 53 annum. 
iscellaneous l osses 
Young calf l osses wer e noted i n the field o Such l osses have been ob-
served. by other workers, but, like the writer, they are unable to define 
the prevalence of this l oss in r elation to total herd drain. 
Summary of herd mortality 
A summary of known Cache elk mortality from 1951 to 1953 is presented 
in appendix tables U, 5, and 6, and figure 19 0 Legal harvests quite natu-
rally provide the principal item of herd drain o They accounted for ap-
pr oximately 75 percent of known annual herd mortality during the present 
study period o 

CACHE ELK RANGE RELATIONSHIPS 
Range Conditions 
Winter r a nge 
As is the ca se prevalent throughout the intermountain region, the 
wi nter range on the Cache presents the limiting factor in elk and deer 
pr oduction 0 Present winter range conditions are the cumulative results 
of ear l y livestock use, sharply increased deer utilization, and persistent 
l ocal e lk use o Principal deer winter ranges are largely confined to the 
Wasat ch face, but extend ,to an appreciable extent into major drainages; 
namely, Logan and Blacksmith Fork o In addition, limited winter range is 
ava i lable on the eastern Rich county slope of the Cache unit. Lower ele-
vat ional limits of elk winter ranges normally coincide with the upper 
fringe of deer range; upper Cache elk wintering sites are restricted to 
i s ol ated range s within the interior of the foresto However, the major 
elk wintering location for the Cache is at the Hardware Ranch, situated 
i n the headwaters of Blacksmith Forko See figures 5 and 6 for the elk 
distribution on winter ranges 0 
Range conditions are critical throughout the lower portion of the 
Wasatch face, as they are in many areas in Logan and Blacksmith Fork 
dra ina ges 0 Julande~ et alo, (1950) estimated that 42 percent of the Cache 
wi nter range was a big game problem areao Under the present harvest 
system of either-sex deer hunting and post-season elk hunts held along 
the critical Wasatch face, this major winter range has received some re-
l i ef ; but the high deer population maintained through the late 1940 
period has culminated in an extreme reduction of palatable browse species. 
Heavy winter deer l os ses, as reported by Low and Low (1949) during the 
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19l j - 9 winter and additional winter losses in 1951-52, surely "orrobo-
rn t r port_d e ist n~e of depleted winter ranges. Elk 'inter rangee i. 
the vache interior rre largely confined to isolated tra s along ridge 
ops and sOuthern exposures. Range conditions of such interior si es are 
gen all s'perior 0 ~ace areas; however , during extreme winters--1 ike 
~hF . rint of 951 -52--these ranges be ome greatly restricted and diminu-
tiv~ lo _~lized areas are utilized severely. Such was the sit uation 
involvIng curlleaf mahogany utilization in an interior site LI rlLg tOe 
19;L-5~ severe winter (figure 20). 
Har: a re Ranch big game unit range onditions are discusspd in he 
Hardware Ran~h Op ration section of the present report. 
::;~~._~ rnn~ 
~_neral e k SUIT~er range conditions on the Cache National ForEst ~r~ 
~ ~id T'd comp~r~tively good. Productive aspen understories and oper 
T tl.ES [o.llpys mnply supply forage needs of domestic livestock; the r ngp 
1i - lise adequately satisfies food demands of elk and deer. It is, how-
• Te ~} u itE obvious on an area as extensive as the Cache that loca~i ed 
S 1 tt" S "~~ ). h' b i t some deviations from the over -all good range:: .::ondi tion . 
localized inferior range ~onditi01s within t e CBche 
e lk r gngr- were :~rgely confined to domestic livesto~k bedding groun s 
nQ ~3. ering si tf"S util ized by elk and livestock. ~ omp. Lnferior r~~nge 
cond it ion!=: ere" Iso found on some private lands and fevT oth .r summer 
r anges aside from elk ranges. It should be noted that elk distribution 
01fOD1!2d to the aspen sites which were t e most productive 
go sites. 
R~liable reports of summer range elk damage as, to tile ~ri terts 
rQ/ledge b -n r stri.::! ed to a singular instance . Fore-=t Serf ce 
i ~ia s report tha'c during the late spring elk were noted to do a 
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Figure 20. Localized Cache elk utilization of curl leaf mahogany during 
the 1951-52 severe winter 
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considerable amount of trampling damage to the range in the head of Corral 
Holl ow, which is situated in the heart of elk summer rangeo Investigation 
of this incident by the writer affirmed that a small band of 20 or so elk 
util ized snow banks therein as a water source o Disturbance of the soil 
mantel was a characteristic feature incidental to the trek of elk to and 
from snow-bank sites. Later investigations of the Corral Hollow area 
showed that elk did not util ize this important drainage of Elk Valley to 
any appreciable extent after the snow banks had dissipated until they were 
forced ther e during the fall elk hunt. No open water source is available 
in Corral Hollowo It was later observed that elk trampling damages in the 
vicinity of snow drifts wer e minimi zed in those Elk Valley drainages 
having open water available. 
Withstandi ng these l imited local adverse range conditions, the Cache 
area appears to amply supply livestock and big game forage demands and 
furthermore still maintain an adequate vegetative cover conducive to good 
watersheds on ranges commonly used by elk and livestock. 
Elk-Liv~stock Relationships 
In most observed instances elk and cattle were compatible on the 
same range~ Elk were observed frequently with cattle at watering sites, 
salt licks, and i n few instances bedding grounds. Elk indeed were toler-
ant in respect to cattle activity . 
Sharply contrasted to the former situat ion was that of elk being 
highly intolerant to sheep activity in all instances observed . Sheep ac-
tivity resulted in a complete shift of elk from the immediate unit. A 
period approximating two weeks lapsed before elk re-entered an area 
formerly utilized by sheep. 
~ Valley 
Elk Valley consists of two major vegetative types: (1) the open 
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valley proper containing sagebrush and grass and sedge meadows, and (2) 
the hollows featuring continuous aspen (Populus tremuloides) stands. In 
addition, alpine fir (Abies lasciocarpa) is present in the higher ele -
vations of the aspened hollows. Similarly, Engleman spruce (Picea engle -
~), alpine fir , and Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga taxifolia) are present 
in the higher elevations in Mill Hollow and Bear Wallow. Limited lodge 
pole pine (Pinus contorta) is also found on the northern exposure of Bear 
Wallow . The aspen type was by far the more productive site for forage 
production. 
Grass species within the aspen understory form the dominant vege-
tative cover. Forbs are less common in the botanical composition herein 
than most aspen sites; this feature precludes the area from being an opti-
mum sheep range. Browse species are limited within the understory but 
occur on exposed sites. 
Three major grass species were represented in the aspen type, namely: 
(1) mountain brome (Bromus carinatus), (2) slender wheat grass (Agropyron 
trachycaulum), and (3) blue wild-rye (Elymus glaucous). The most preva-
lent browse spec~es were snowberry (Symphoricarpus vaccinoides) and 
chokecherry (Prunus virginiana var. melanocarpa). Bitterbrush (Purshia 
tridentata) and sagebrush (Artemesia tridentata) were present on the more 
exposed sites. Forbs were represented chiefly by niggerhead (Rudbeckia 
occidentalis), sawtooth butterweed (Senecio serra), and wild pea (Lathyrus 
leucanthus). 
An early entry of elk into Elk Valley were 9 head seen during a May 
1 , 1952, aerial reconnaissance. A similar coverage on May 14 showed 36 
elk to be as far north as Cold Springs. Subsequent ground observations 
i ndicated that most resident summer elk had moved into the area by June 1. 
Initial spring elk utilization was limited to open southern exposures of 
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valley hollows and the meadow proper; vegetation thereon was considerably 
advanced than in aspen sites. Major elk activity after June 1 was con-
fined to aspen sites above the valley floor. 
Cattle entry began on June 6, 1952. Early cattle use was predominate-
ly confined to the open valley . First indication of cattle movement into 
the aspen hollows ,appeared on June 28 in the Tragara Hollow section. 
However, peak cattle movement into the aspen type did not occur until 
around July 15. The cattle association rider then attempted to maintain 
cattle numbers within the outlined distribution units as planned by the 
U. S. Forest Service and shown in figure 21. The open valley unit was 
reserved exclusively for cattle use throughout the grazing period which 
ended October 5. Two hundred and seventeen head of cattle were alloted 
for the open valley unit (figure 21). 
As can be appreciated, it is impossible to maintain a static number 
of cattle on distribution units without fencing. The association rider, 
however, attempted to carry out distribution plans as outlined in figure 
21. Though in most instances observed, more than the allotted cattle 
(217) were present in the open valley. This was particularly so in the 
early and late portions of "the grazing period. Cattle distribution was 
noticeably difficult to maintain in the aspen section south of Corral 
Hollow, as well as the southern meadows of Elk Valley. Principal cattle 
activity in the aspen type occurred within the Side Hill Canyon-Tin Cup 
Springs area. 
Sheep appeared in the Nielson allotment on July 1, and again July 6 
on the Willis Brothers ' allotment. Sheep numbers were 1105 and 830, re-
spectively. The sheep uti lized the aspen type above the open meadows as 
shown in figure 22. The grazing season terminated on September 9 and 
15, respectively . 
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Figure 21. Cattle distribution in Elk Valley, 1952 
Competition. Reported information on elk-livestock competition, based 
on actual field study, is conspicuously meager. More often such criteria 
as casual observations, local elk food habit information, and reiterated 
opinions are largely utilized to draw inferences which now' reflect the 
current popular concept of elk-livestock competition. Thus, Haskell (1946) 
and others create an impression of keen elk-livestock competition by por-
traying two allegedly opposing trends of progressive reduction of grazing 
permits on U. S. Forest Service lands concurrent with a sharp increase in 
elk numbers. Schwan (1945) observed that elk prefer a more varied diet 
than cattle, and Stoddart and Smith (1943) generalized that" 
rally, competition between the two (elk and livestock) is direct." 
natu-
Insofar as the writer is aware, reported elk-livestock competition 
based on formal field investigation is limited to a singular study. Pe-
culiarly enough, ·this investigation is confined to an elk-sheep compe-
tion situation. Thus Pickford and Reid (1943) and Pickford (1943) cite 
direct competition between elk and sheep on an eastern Oregon range; 
however, the range was depleted of choice forage plants before the study 
began, and vegetative composition consisted of 76 percent weedy species. 
Sheep were removed from ~he described summer range because of acute 
summer range problems. During the summer's absence of sheep, it was found 
that elk consumed 63 percent of the total forage formerly removed by sheep 
during the previous summer grazing season. 
Much of the reported elk-livestock competition is based solely on 
recorded forage habits of the animal classes involved. Such factors as 
area utilized, topography, type of forage available, period of use, and 
conversion ratios are too often neglected items in the appraisal of compe-
tition. Similarly, and to a more prevalent extent, i Edi vi -uals fail to 
grasp the significance of the present "multiple use concept" or, through 
; 
\ 
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Figure 22. Sheep distribution in Elk Valley, 1952 
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personal bias, refuse to accept its inferences. The "multiple use 
principle" is all too often laid aside entirely in considering compe-
tition. 
The greatest utilization of the range resource consistent with annu-
al forage production and proper utilization can best be achieved more 
equitably through varied animal class use of the range forage resource. 
This in essence is partial expression of common use, an appendage to the 
multiple use principle. Final decision of allotted use should surely 
consider which animal class or classes is or are best adapted to existing 
forage conditions, plant composition and production, topography, vegeta-
tive types, economics, and other features at hande If total forage 
obligation of animal classes involved does not exceed proper utilization 
of the annual forage production and over-all good range conditions are 
maintained, it can be concluded that there is very little real competition 
involved . 
Olsen (1945) in defining what constituted competition in utilization 
of forage by big game and livestock stated: 
There is no conflict as long as there is sufficient forage to 
meet the needs of both game and livestock, provided dual use 
doesn't impair vigor of plants ••.• conflict comes only when 
there isn'~ enough to go around. 
At present stocking levels of domestic livestock and summer deer and 
elk populations, there appears little real competition for forage in the 
Elk Valley section; for forage production throughout the aspen understory 
was more than sufficient to meet forage demands and maintain proper range 
conditions. 
However, competition may be assigned on the basis of popular concept 
of competition involving range and forage use overlap of livestock and 
elke Stoddart and Rasmussen (1945) present a direct method of calculating 
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competition of t~i s natu~e. Utilizing their method in the Elk Valley situ-
ation, competition can be computed as per the following discussion : 
Cattle used approximately 60 percent of the Elk Valley area utilized 
by elk. Furthermore, cattle used an estimated 80 percent of plants eaten 
by elk. The flcompetition index" would then be 60 x 80 or 48 percent. This 
means that slightly less than one-half of the forage eaten by elk on the 
area could be consumed by cattle if all the elk were removed 0 This does 
not imply that the removal of two elk would permit an addition of one 
domestic cow, since both animals eat different amounts according to their 
size. A cow is approximately 1.88 times the size of an elk or an elk is 
0.53 the size of a cow (Stoddart and Smith, 1943)0 Thus, 48 x 0.53 equals 
25.4 percent of one elk's food which one domestic cow eats or 100 or 3.9 
25."4 
elk that would have to be removed to add one cow. Conversely, 48 x 1.88 
equals 1.1 cows that would have to be removed to add 1 elk. 
Comparing elk and sheep in the same manner, sheep used approximately 
90 percent of the area utilized by elk and only about 30 percent of the 
plants eaten by elk. The "competition index" would then be 90 x 30 or 27 
percent. Since an average sheep weighs approximately 24 percent of an elk 
(Stoddart and Smith, 1943), it would be necessary to remove 1.5 sheep to 
permit an addition~of 1 elk and 10 elk to permit an addition of 1 sheep. 
The foregoing calculations show that on an average 48 percent of the 
forage consumed by elk would be available for cattle or 27 percent would 
be available for sheep were all the elk removed from the Elk Valley common 
Use range. Thus, if all elk were removed in Elk Valley, approximately 50 
head of cattle and 194 head of sheep could be added on the basis of present 
elk numbers. Conversely, it is wholely impractical to calculate elk 
increase above the present carrying capacity of the winter range without 
adjustments being made in deer numbers. 
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Mud Flat 
--- ----
History. Initial cattle use of the present Mud Flat area was com-
menced as early as the 1890 period. Since then, the area has become part 
of the Cache National Forest. Evidences of excessive past erosion and 
present plant indicators truly suggest the area has been heavily utilized 
over an extended period of years. As a result, the Forest Service under-
took a grass reseeding project in September of 1941 in an effort to 
stabalize soil conditions and increase forage production. For seeding 
purposes the area was divided into smaller units which were placed under 
control by fencing and were reseeded as monies and materials became a-
vailable (figure 23). 
Prior to the present reseeding project some individuals asserted 
that elk were responsible for the depleted state of the range. Since its 
completion, they have vociferously complained of elk utilizing great 
amounts of grass feed that should be destined for cattle use; they further 
assert that elk are currently causing considerable damage to the reseeded 
project. Elk wintering at the Hardware Ranch were said to immediately 
proceed in mass to Mud Flat in a spring migration. 
Subsequent spring rides of the area have generally shown that up to 
85 head of elk made .spring use of the Mud Flat area. The existence of 
t his quantity of elk continually added fuel to the fire of antagonism 
against the elk and particularly against the State Department of Fish 
and Game. 
Present study. A phase of the project was thus organized to study 
elk utilization of the area. Field investigations were centered around 
established period of elk use as correlated with stage of plant growth, 
elk numbers, and elk utilization of reseeded areas prior to cattle use. 
Briefly, elk distribution around and on Mud Flat was plotted during the 
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1952 and 1953 winter-aerial census . Subsequent ground checks were made 
to ascertain movement from adjacent wintering sites to Mud Flat. Peri-
odic checks were then conducted when elk began spring utilization of the 
area. Two aerial reconnaissances were executed in the 1952 spring and 1 
in the spring of 1953 in an effort to define, elk distribution on the area 
and ascertain relative elk numbers . 
Elk spring migration on the entire Cache, particularly from the 
Hardware, was likewise studied in an effort to determine correlation to 
Mud Flat spring use . Utilization checks were periodically made through-
out the interum of Mud Flat elk use as were photographs taken to show 
vegetation growth in respect to elk utilization (figures 24 and 25). 
Final utilization checks were made prior to cattle entry in the spring of 
1952 and 1953 so that el~ use of the reseeded areas could be justly as-
signed. At the termination of the 1952 cattle grazing period, photographs 
were taken to show general range aspect and cattle utilization (figure 
24). Periodic checks were conducted throughout the summer and fall to 
ascertain elk use of the area . 
Results. Earliest arrival in 1952 of elk into the Mud Flat area was 
noted on April 8. Snows of 3 foot depth still blanketed the reseeded 
sites. In 1953 elk had moved onto the ridges adjacent to the reseeded 
areas by April 25, though 69 elk wintered immediately south of Maughn 
Hollow and north of Chicken Creek reseeded units during the ensuing mild 
winter. 
Elk activity through May 12, 1952 was principally restricted to 
ridge tops adjacent to reseeded units. Grasses and other vegetative 
growths were noticeably advanced on ridges and slopes in contrast to 
growth on reseeded units. Some elk commenced utilizing reseeded areas on 
about May 12, but failed to obtain much feed since average grass height 
May 31, 1952 May 31, 1952 
July 2, 1952 
July 2, 1952 July 2, 1952 
Fi gure 24. Comparative stages of vegetative growth and utilization 
by cattle - Mud Fl at, 1952 
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May 12, 1953 May 28 , 1953 
June 8, 1953 
May 28, 1953 June 8, 1953 
Figure 25. Comparative stages of vegetative growth - Mud Flat, 1953 
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was approximately 2~ inches. Peak elk numbers observed in the 1952 spring 
were 30 head; estimated peak numbers were 60 elko By May 24, 1952, elk 
were utilizing aspen areas to a decidedly greater extent since vegetative 
growth in the aspen were superior to that on reseeded units. No elk were 
seen in the Mud Flat area after May 31, 1952, until mid-September. Com-
parative stages of plant growth are illustrated in figure 24. 
Elk demonstrated definite interest in the reseeded area by May 12, 
1953. Their preference, as indicated by plant use, was estimated to be 
80 to 90 percent annual and perennial forbs, principally mule's ear 
(Wyethia) and wild onion (Allium) 0 These forbs were only 1 to 2 inches 
in height. Grass species on the reseeded areas averaged only 1 inch, 
though most grasses had not yet commenced growth (figure 25). Extremely 
dry weather and prolonged cold temperatures below plant physiological 
growth minimum retarded 1953 vegetative growth by approximately two weeks 
as compared to 1952 conditions. Peak elk numbers observed in 1953 were 
88 head on May 12, while 79 elk were present on May 28. Largest single 
concentration was-30 elk. One hundred elk were estimated to be the maxi-
mum number of elk using the area during the 1953 spring. It is interesting 
to note that plant growth on reseeded areas was conspicuously retarded 
even though peak elk use had been apparent for the prior two weeks 
(figure 25). By' June 5, 1953, elk activity had shown a sharp decline; 
the only elk observed near the area were 19 head one mile north of the 
Chicken Creek reseeded unit. 
Earliest known elk arrival from the Hardware Ranch (identified by 
colored disc in ear) was noted on ay 17, 1952, and June 5, 19530 
Utilization checks on reseeded units made prior to 1952 cattle entry 
demonstrated a 5 percent utilization for elk and limited deer use o Simi-
larly, utilization checks in the spring of 1953, immediately prior to 
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cattle use, indicated a 4 percent utilization on grasses on the same 
areas. Figures 24 and 25 show stages of plant growth immediately prior 
to cattle use. 
Eight hundred cattle were placed on the reseeded units on June 2, 
1952, and again June 8, 1953. Cattle utilization during the initial week 
of grazing in 1952 was estimated to be 20 to 30 percent . Full allotted 
utilization of vegetation on the reseeded units was accomplished by June 
25 in 1952, and cattle were moved to higher ranges commencing July 2. 
Cattle use was likewise terminated on the reseeded units on July 1, 1953. 
Utilization of area at conclusion of 1952 cattle grazing season was ob-
served on July 2, 1952 in 2 reseeded units (figure 24) . 
No elk were seen on or near the Mud Flat area after May 24, 1952 and 
June 5, 1953 until mid-September of each year. Few elk were then noted 
in the Chicken Creek drainage and the Roll-Off section. These elk were 
not utilizing reseeded units . 
Summary. A pattern of elk use on the Mud Flat reseeded units can be 
summarized in view of past two year's observations and experiences. Three 
phases seemed apparent: 
(1) Initial utilization commenced with movement of local elk to the 
ridges and slopes immediately adjacent to reseeded areas; this generally 
occurred around mid-April. Elk continued to utilize ridges and slopes in 
preference to the reseeded areas since plant growth was further advanced 
and availability of previous year's forage was greater off the reseeded 
units. 
(2) Actual utilization of the reseeded areas commenced around the 
second week of May and extended for approximately 2 weeks ending near the 
close of May. Some elk from the Hardware Ranch generally appeared during 
the latter portion of the utilization but did not make up the bulk of elk 
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ut ilizing the area . Forage growth in late May was still further advanced 
on ridge tops and southern and western exposures than contrasting flat 
reseeded areas . The inferior stage or vegetative growth on reseeded areas 
is believed to be a major factor involved in l imiting elk utilization which 
did not exceed 5 percent prior to spring cattle use on the area. Early 
elk use of vegetation on the reseeded area was primarily confined to mule's 
ear (Wyethia) and wild onion (Allium) . 
Trampling seemed the most conspicuous evidence of elk use on reseeded 
units . However, no visible diffe rence could be ascertained in plant vigor 
and forage production in elk trampled sites as compared to those not 
trampled when observed in early June prior to cattle use and termination 
of growing season . 
(3) There appeared a transition of elk numbers into the aspen type 
during the latter part of May . This is speculated to be (a) preference 
of aspen sites because of advanced stage of vegetative growth, and (b) 
the period which coincides with calving season when cow elk become more 
seclusive. Subsequent elk movement took place within a week's time, thus 
resulting in elk movement toward the North Cache in Blind, Bear, and 
Cottonwood Can~ons and toward Spavn Creek and Temple Peaks area on the 
South Cache 0 
On the basis of present findings, accusations regarding excessive 
elk utilization of the Mud Flat reseeded area appear ill-founded . 
Likewise, it appears that a maximum of 100 elk on and near the reseeded 
area for 3 weeks and 800 cattle for 1 month is hardly a comparable com-
parison . 
~ general 
The Cache summer range, like most mountainous summer ranges, can be 
used economically in no other way than by grazing livestock and game . 
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Big game a one cannot fully utilize the vast ummer range since the re-
stricted winter range is the factor limiting their production. When due 
consideration is given the big game-livestock, summer forage util ization 
question, it can be concluded that common use (big game and livestock) 
of the range forage resource is the most equitable me ns of using range 
lands, provided the status of good range conditions is not jeopardized 
through excessive utilization by anyone or collectively by all animal 
classes involved. In general, areas on the ache favored by elk as a 
summer range and used by livestock during the summer season are in fair 
condition . 
Summer elk distribution is for the most part coexistent with the 
aspen type (figure 4), which is the most productive type from the stand-
point of forage production. Cattle and sheep distribution are shown in 
figur es 26 and 27, respectively . 
Some individuals would prefer that all livestock be removed from 
t he Cache and t he area be devoted to deer and elk production . Similarly, 
others would desire that all deer and elk be removed and the total forage 
production be assigned to livestock use . Advocates of either of these 
sentiments ass ~edly possess ulterior, selfish motives Ea~h fails to 
r ealize the basic factors involved 0 The individual who promulgates total 
livestock exclusion in support of increasing deer and elk is believed to 
be wrong ; for, in actuality, the facts indicate hat present big game 
numbers could not be increased materially beyond the overburdened and 
limited carrying capacity of the winter range i 11 livestock were ex -
cluded . Similarly, were all big game removed on the Cache unit, man 
areas supporting good forage could not be utilized b at le or sheep. 
Between these two extremes of irrational thinking lies a basic 
concept known to game, livestock, and range managers alike. The principle 
Figure 260 Cattle distribution on the study area portion of the 
Cache National Forest 
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Figure 27 . Sheep distribution on the study area portion of the 
Cache Nat ional Forest 
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expressed in this philosophy of equitable use of land is termed 
"multiple use." In other words, the maximum utilit of a unit of land 
can best be achieved through such 0 bined us s as watershed protection, 
timber Froduction, recreation, grazing, wildlife, ining, or additional 
uses according to the availability of r sources contained on the land 
and their proper use. Generally, no single use will provide maximum 
util ity . 
There exi sts in connection with the multiple use principle an 
appendage applicable to the grazing use feature. This subordinate is 
called "common use", which in essence asserts that the maximum utility 
of the range f orage resource can best be achieved through varied animal 
class use according to the adaptabilit of animal classes to existent 
topographies and vegetative types for both livestock and big game 
Though the multiple use ·principle together with the common use 
feature are generally agreed to be equitable means of providing maximum 
utility of any given unit of land, disagreements generally occur among 
interested groups as to what is equitable stocking proportions of deer, 
elk, sheep, and cattle on federal and state lands. 
It was anticipated at he beginning of the pr sent study to include 
animal months use of livestock and elk on the stud area portion of the 
Cache National Forest from 1915 to date. However such a tabulation for 
livestock use could not be made since the writer could not accurately 
interpret Forest Service records because he lacked background information 
to the varied changes which for a surety would affect the trend in live-
stock numbers on the study area Changes which conspicuously affected an 
accurate tabulation of livestock trends ~ere (1 past chang s of ranger 
dis tricts within the national forest , (2) annexation of lands to the 
forest" ( 3) withdrawal of land from the Cache to the Caribow National 
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Forest, and (4) periodic transfer of sheep permits to cattle permits. 
Even though a quantitative trend in livestock numbers is not availa-
ble, it is common knowledge that cattle and sheep month use has decreased 
substantially, while deer and elk use has increased materially on the 
Cache National Forest since 1915. Animal months' use of sheep, cows, and 
elk for the period 1944 to 1954 appear in figure 28. This segment of use, 
however, does not give a true perspective in regard to animal use trends 
since elk and cattle use have leveled off throughout . the period shown. 
Likewise, sheep use has stabilized since 1946. Livestock use indicated 
in figure 28 does not incl ude livestock use of private ranges within the 
study area that are not waived for administration to the Forest Service. 
There are 5 such principal townships of which elk frequent but one of 
these to any appreciable extent. 
The increase of elk since 1916 on federal and state lands on the 
Cache study area can be justified through at least 2 means: (1) in order 
to satisfy the needs of the greatest number of people; and (2) the maximum 
utility of the range can best be achieved through elk, deer, sheep, and 
cattle use of the forage resource. 
Realizing full well that the present study could only give but a 
fraction of the time that a specific study could do in investigating Cache 
elk-livestock relationships, the writer believes the present Cache elk 
population is compatible with sheep and cattle production as well as 
forage utilization on the Cache summer range with the exception of the 
adjacent Hardware Ranch range situation. Proposed land acquisitions and 
range use exchanges should equitably eliminate excessive use of t he de-
scribed depleted ranges 0 
Elk-Deer Range Relationships 
As indicated i n the present report, forage production on Cache 
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summer elk range was found adequate in satisfying present elk, deer, and 
livestock forage requirements as well as amply maintaining fair range 
conditions. However, one fails to muster any such optimistic report in 
respect to the winter range situation. 
Julander, et al o, (1950) report that the Cache has approximately 203 
square miles of winter range, 86 square miles or 42 percent of which was 
considered a big game problem area. The big game problem area thus re-
ported almost entirely l aid within the confines of the Wasatch face and 
lower Logan and Blacksmith Fork Canyons; it extended somewhat higher in 
the latter drainage. 
In contrast to deer winter distribution, which normally is continu-
ous and coincides with all of the portions in the described problem area, 
elk winter distribution is characterized by isolated, localized distri-
butions (figures 5 and 6). Therefore, elk-deer range overlap and resultant 
competition is subsequently a local issue. Perhaps one of the greatest 
deer-elk competitive situations took place in the Millville Canyon section 
on the Wasatch face. Numerous elk wintered in this and adjacent sectors 
prior to the purchase and operation of the Hardware Big Game Ranch as an 
elk winter feeding site. Similar elk concentrations were also then ob-
served along the southern exposures of the Blacksmith Fork drainage. 
Since the initial operation of the Hardware Ranch, elk numbers have been 
curtailed in the described problem area, thus reducing forage competition 
materially in favor of the deer population. 
It is estimated that elk use overlapped approximately 40 percent of 
the deer winter range during the moderate winters of 1952-53 and 1953-54 
in the Millville Canyon and immediately adjacent sections. However, less 
than 50 head of elk were involved. Conversely, during the difficult 
winter of 1951-52 elk utilized approximately 100 percent of the same deer 
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winter range for about 90 percent of the time spent on the winter range. 
Around 200 elk were involved in the latter situation. 
The Utah State Department of Fish and Game, beginning with the initi-
ation and operation of the Hardware Big Game Ranch, have dedicated manage-
ment efforts toward conserving Yorage on critical winter range along the 
South Cache Wasatch face. Forage production along this belt has been re-
served for deer use wherein possible. Post-season elk hunts have been 
held to curtail elk numbers in the area; in addition, trapping operations 
are contemplated if and when it becomes necessary to remove elk from the 
area, thus reducing the deer-elk competition ratio. 
Though elk are present along the Wasatch face on the North Cache, 
their numbers to date have been compatible with range conditions and deer-
elk use. 
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HARDWARE RANCH OPERATION 
Importance 
The present population level of the Cache elk herd is largely de-
pendent upon the success experienced in the operation of the Hardware Big 
Game Ranch Unit. Under circumstances as exist on the Cache area, such as 
absence of adequate winter ranges remote from agricultural lands and 
critical winter ranges dedicated to deer production, it virtually became 
necessary to establish a feeding program if present elk population level 
was to be maintained. Similar circumstances were noted in the classical 
example of elk feeding on the National Refuge in Jackson Hole, Wyoming. 
Murie (1951), in describing this feeding program, stated: "In this 
instance we can hardly avoid the feeding prograrno But every effort is 
being made to lessen its evils." 
Location and Description of Ranch Property 
The Hardware Ranch Big Game Unit is situated in the Blacksmith Fork 
drainage of the Cache National Forest and is located some 20 miles south-
east of Logan, Utah. Ranch headquarters and irrigated meadow lands are 
situated in an open valley near the headwaters of the Blacksmith Fork. 
Present property is composed chiefly of a continuous tract of land with 
infrequent isolated holdings (figure 29). Elevation at ranch headquarters 
is 5,586 feet. 
Brief History of Ranch 
Historical highlights of the ranch include its colorful role as an 
early Indian and trapper rendezvous. It very early became the scene of 
a small cattle operation, and its present name, "Hardware Ranch", came 
from the title of a former owner, the "Box Elder Hardware Company." 
R3E 
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After a series of changes to individual ownerships, the present Hardware 
properties were purchased by the Utah State Department of Fish and Game, 
beginning in 1944 and resulting in the present ranch status embracing 
7,454 .45 acres of which planted grasses comprise approximately 210 acres 
of irrigated meadow hay lando Brush-meadow type, principally along 
streams, make up a total of 284 acres. The remaining acreage is chiefly 
composed of range land. 
Purchase of the Hardware unit was encouraged by the sequence of 
events stemming from the exclusion of marauding elk from Hardware hay 
stacks then under private ownership For, after the fencing of these 
stacks by the Fish and Game Department in the early 1940 period, elk 
moved from the ranch and arrived in force on the Wasatch face where they 
competed heavily with deer for the limited available forage (Turpin, 
1954). These elk likewise re-embarked on marauding habits until damage 
along the Wasatch face in hay stacks and orchards became intolerable. 
Since elk were known to originally winter in force in the vicinity 
of the Hardware Ranch, and inasmuch as their exclusion by haystack 
fencing merely resulted in their shift to critical deer winter ranges, 
hay stacks, and orchards along the Wasatch face, Utah State Fish and 
Game personnel -envisioned that the resultant problem could be diminished 
through the'purchase and operation of the Hardware Ranch as an elk and 
deer winter refuge. Subsequent operations of the Hardware Ranch has con-
firmed the fulfillment of the original objective; for slightly in excess 
of 400 elk have been known to winter on the ranch site, and substantial 
decreases in elk wintering on the Wasatch face have been noted. 
Recreational Use 
The Hardware Ranch has aptly been called "Little Jackson Hole" of 
Utah. During the present study period approximately 9,000 people annually 
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visited the Hardware during the elk feeding period. Each successive year 
finds an increased r ecreational use of the Hardware Ranch for the purpose 
of viewing elk. 
Elk Use 
Contrary to published reports elk numbers have never exceeded 435 
head on the Hardware Ranch. Written reports exceeding this figure are 
known to be casual estimates. The Ranch was first operated for elk use 
in the 1946-47 winter. Counts since this time are presented in table 19. 
Table 19. Hardware Ranch elk counts, 1946-1954 
Status of Actual maximal 
Winter winter count Source 
1946-47 120 Utah Fo&G. Bul. 7(11), 1950 
1947-48 very mild 375 UoCoW.R.U o files, Logan 
1948-49 350 McCormack, 1951 
1949-50 339 Ibid. 
1950-51 no count 
1951-52 Extremely severe 418* Author, 1952 
1952-53 Mild 435 Author, 1953 
1953-54 Extremely mild 318 Hardware Ranch records 
* 124 of these. elk were trapped at Millville and North Logan and released 
at the Eardware Ranch. 
Composition of Hardware Elk 
As previously noted, the composition of the elk wintering at the 
Hardware Ranch does not mirror the actual Cache herd for mature bulls 
are conspicuously absent from the hardware, as are yearling bulls to a 
lesser degree o The greatest frequency of bulls recorded on the feed 
ground during the present study period was 37 bulls, while 270 cows and 
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128 calves were concurrently listed . 
However, cow and calf ratios realistically represented the entire 
Cache herd. 
Haying Records 
One hundred and eighty tons of meadow-grass hay were harvested in 
1952, while the total production in 1953 was 156 tons (appendix table 7). 
The decreased tonage in 1953 stemmed from early season restrictions of 
irrigation waters. Thus it appears under optimum conditions that the 
present meadow acreage will produce nearly 180 tons of hay annually. 
Feeding 
Though the elk vanguard appears on the ranch property generally 
following the close of deer season around November 1, they prefer to 
forage out rather than accede to the meadow proper. The major portion of 
elk arrive in early December and at this time show interest in the feed 
ground. 
It is apparent that the length of the feeding period is largely de-
pendent upon snow and other weather conditions and hence varies from year 
to year ,. Available records to date disclose that Hardware elk feeding 
periods have extended on an average of approximately 137 days, excluding 
the 1950-51 feeding period of 89 days when "teaser hay piles" were dis-
tributed throughout early December; but feeding records were not maintained 
until daily feeding commenced. 
The following tabulation reveals the tenure of recorded feeding 
periods at the Hardware Ranch ~ 
Winter Calendar Months Feeding Period, Days 
1947-48 Nov. 3 to April 6 141 
1950-51 Dec. 31 to March 28 89 
1951-52 Dec. 2 to April 23 144 
1952-53 
1953-54 
Novo 15 to April 12 
Deco 1 to April 4 
* Elk were fed only 118 days within this period. 
Hay consumption 
121 
148* 
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Complete feeding records were kept throughout winter study periods 
in an effort to calculate daily hay consumption. These consumptions were 
computed on the basis of daily feeding records and average monthly and 
seasonal elk counts. Consumption figures for the 1951-52, 1952-53 and 
1953-54 elk feeding periods are presented in table 20. Monthly feeding 
records are described in appendix table 8. 
Table 20. Daily hay consumption of Hardware elk, 1951 to 1954 
1951-52 
Month lbs. fed/elk/day 
Nov. 
Dec. 4.38 
Jan. 4.60 
Feb. 4.46 
Mar. 5.59 
April 4.52 
Seasonai 
Daily Mean 5.13 
1952-53 
lbs. fed/elk/day 
3.41 
2.02 
2.76 
2068 
2.51 
2.85 
2.42 
1953-54 
lbs. fed/elk/day 
2.98 
3.79 
4.64 
Incomplete data 
Elk consistently ingested more hay during the difficult winter of 
1951-52 than the two succeeding milder winters (table 20). Daily obser-
vations also showed that elk placed more reliance on supplemental feed 
during prolonged cold spells and deep snows. Herd feeding habits at the 
ranch characteristically consisted of daily feeding on or near the feed 
ground and nightly foraging into surrounding hills. Daily hay consumption 
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listed for Hardware elk is believed to approximate their maximal prefer-
ence for meadow hay in view of existent winter conditions and availability 
of natural forage species o Amount of hay thus fed to elk was gauged by 
their adeptness to "clean up" feed without wasting. 
Hardware elk do not ingest hay in quantities sufficient to satisfy 
daily maintenance requirement. In fact, their hay consumption is con-
siderably less than those on similar feed ground operations like those 
conducted in the Jackson Hole area. Murie (1951) reported that during 
the 1938-39 winter on the National Elk Refuge in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, 
the elk consumed about 8 pounds of hay per animal per day under actual 
feed ground conditions. Hay consumption over a period of years on the 
same Wyoming refuge was calculated to be 7 to 10 pounds per elk per day 
(Murie, 1951). It is assumed by the writer that inasmuch as feeding 
operations on the National Elk Refuge have been present for a considera-
ble length of time (since 1911) that natural forage speoies, particularly 
browse, have been eliminated, thus resulting in a greater animal reliance 
on supplemented feeds. In contrast, feeding at the Hardware has been 
conducted for a short period of 8 winters; furthermore, natural forage is 
still available. Four pounds of hay per animal per day was found to be 
an adequate maintenance ration for Montana elk in areas where moderate 
browse ~as available (Cooney, 1952). This situation more closely parel-
lels that at the Hardware Ranch. 
If present Hardware hay consumption is not adequately filling the 
elk's maintenance requirements, what then is the approximate portion which 
daily feeding is currently meeting? In light of results from reported 
elk feeding experiments, Hardware elk are consuming hay approximating 
20 to 56 percent of their daily maintenance requirements. These figures 
are based on a herd run individual maintenance requirement of 10 pounds 
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of air dry forage per animal per day (Murie, 1951 and Hungerford, 1952). 
The reader may more fully realize the extent to which supplemental feed-
ing is supplying maintenance requirements for Hardware elk by inspecting 
table 20. When the decimal point contained in poundage figures is moved 
one place to the right, the resultant figure expresses the percent which 
supplemental feed is meeting total individual daily elk maintenance re-
quirement. 
Feeding cost 
Sufficient data were kept through two winter feeding periods to en-
able a computation of feeding costs . Thus, the average cost per elk for 
the 1951-52 winter was $16.68; it similarly cost $9 .48 to feed each elk 
during the 1952-53 period. The above costs include only actual value of 
hay fed and wages paid during the feeding period. Similar computed cost 
for elk on the National Elk Refuge in Jackson Hole during the 1951-52 
winter was $7.95 per head. 
These costs, however, do not seem realistic; especially when Hardware 
Big Game Unit operational expenses are not considered. A more unvarnished 
evaluation 'appears when total Hardware unit operational expenditures are 
charged against the elk feeding cost . Thus, the average feeding cost per 
elk would be $50.29 during the Winter of 1951-52 and each elk would cost 
$48.82 to feed during the 1952-53 winter . Comparative average feeding 
costs were noted for Jackson Hole elk as $18 .51 per elk for the 1951-52 
winter feeding period. These latter average cost figures are computed 
on the following basis : 
(1) current value of hay fed and tons fed, 
(2) operational expenses of unit, 
(3) salary costs, 
(4) interest at 3 percent on original investment, 
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(5) 5 percent depreciation on improvements, and 
(6) average number of elk fed during the feeding period. 
Range 
Range use 
Though sUbstantial big game use on the eastern portion of the Hard-
ware is restricted to 8 preceding winters, liberal livestock use has been 
present over most of the unit for approximately 90 years prior to present 
ownership. Even now sUbstantial livestock use is present on some 
neighboring ranges northeast of the Hardware Ranch headquarters. Elk 
utilized these same eastern ranges to the extent of approximately 90 per-
cent of their total winter range use . 
Total winter range of about 3,200 acres was used by Hardware elk in 
1951-52 and 1952-53 winters . This acreage includes meadow sites. This 
means approximately 7.6 and 7.3 acres were used per elk for 5 months 
during the respective winters, or about 1 .5 and 1 .4 acres per elk month. 
Murie (1944) states that elk require around 12 acres of good range per 
herd for a 6 month winter period; this would amount to around 2 acres per 
elk month . . 
Deer use on Hardware property is largely confined to areas west of 
ranch headquarters and section 24, township 10 north, and range 3 east. 
Forage types 
The range adjacent to the meadow feed ground is a sagebrush type 
interspersed with stands of bitter brush (Purshia tridentata) and limited 
serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifolia), birch-leaf mahogany (Cercocarpus 
montanus), and snowberry (Symphoricarpus rotundifolia). Juniper 
(Juniperus utahensis) is sparsely scattered over the area and curlleaf 
mahog~ny (Cerocarpus ledifolius) is restricted to rocky ridge tops and 
rock out-croppings. Grass species are becoming relatively abundant in 
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areas of heavy elk utilization and field mouse infestationso Native 
Carex and Juncus species are prevalent in moist sites within and sur-
rounding meadow lands which are composed of planted grasses, principally 
smooth brome (Bromus inermis ) , timothy (Phleum pratense), and red top 
(Agrostis alba). 
Browse utilization 
Low (1948) reported that browse utilization by big game was light 
during the 1946-47 winter . Bitterbrush, the most heavily utilized 
species was estimated to be used 10 to 15 percent. However, during this 
same winter an unprecedentedly high mouse population occurred contiguous 
to upper meadow hay lands. Mice girdled and killed 75 to 80 percent of 
larger bitterbrush plants, while 25 percent of sage was killed (Low, 
1948)0 
Occular estimates of the 2 more important browse species adjacent 
to the Hardware feed ground placed 1951-52 winter use at approximately 
80 percent of bitterbrush and 30 percent of sage annual growth. Some 
localized sage areas experienced correspondingly heavier use. Particu-
larly so was the area immediately adjacent ·to the east hay field in the 
vicinity of Curtis Creek. The resultant high incidence of sage mortality 
in this area remains unparalleled (figure 28a) 0 
Differential utilization was also noted between young and old sage 
and bitterbrush plants 0 Young plants, 8 inches or less, in many 
instances were not eaten though young bitterbrush plants were utilized 
less frequently than young sage o Snow depths of a foot or more appeared 
to provide a measure of protection to juveniles of both species. 
Range trend 
Specific trend data are available for browse species during the 
1946-51 period. Low (1953) noted these changes as recorded by use of 
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photographic and charted vegetative study plots 0 Plots so studied were 
in areas of differential use, including a completely protected zone. Low 
(1953) concluded that sage and bitterbrush increased in all plots except 
those heavily utilized. Sage was noted to increase double or more under 
light use. Dead plants increased on all areas of heavy use. 
An additional study of plant mortality and dead stem frequency with-
in living plants was suggested when an unusually high incidence of dead 
sage and bitterbrush plants was noted . Thus, a dead stem count was exe-
cuted during September 1952 . Transect lines were laid out at right angles 
to the meadow feed ground perimeter . Lines extended one-fourth to one-
half miles and were placed so as to radiate from the feed ground. 
Significances of dead stem count data, table 21, in respect to ap-
parent range trend point toward a recession of browse species adjacent to 
the meadow feed ground . These data, however, fail to present the true 
perspective of sage and bitterbrush seedlings o A surprising amount of 
sage and considerably lesser bitterbrush reproduction is present in 
moderately used areas . Heavily utilized portions of the unit, including 
adjacent private lands where heavy livestock use is present, do show a 
paucity of juvenile plants o 
What, then, is the apparent range trend in the Hardware Unit and im-
mediately adjacent ranges? Successional changes are distinctively 
apparent in the northeastern section of the unit neighboring the meadow 
feed ground. These alterations were observed as a transition from browse 
to perennial grasses (figure 28b ) 0 The resultant vegetal changes do not 
necessarily infer regression inasmuch as perennial cover is present and 
stable soil conditions still exist. Private ranges to the east are less 
fortunate since common use has resulted in a downward trend of all per-
ennial .vegetation and edaphic conditions ar retrogressing. 
a 
b 
Figure 30. Hardware Ranch range. (a) results of heavy utilization of 
sage and juniper during the 1951-52 severe winter and (b ) 
successional changes resulting in browse reduction and 
perennial grass increase, 1952 
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has become s great that herd red ctions could at he ime be accepted 
at a disadvantage to th game man gement agenc . 
raighead (1 952), ong other~ has reviewed and eighed he obsta -
cles to s cce sful so u ion of artificial feeding; he concluded that the 
ideal solution 0 ining nAturall the elk herd (Jackson Hole) at 
n bere ha ~ou d meet hunter demands is not feasible and tenacio 
demands for uch n objective have only hindered more prac i cal approaches . 
Hi~ final ropo~al as 0 g adual y ed ce ~h herd hro gh increased 
harves rather han hea.vy kills for a fei! seasons, un i l the elk herd is 
brough ... i hin he s of carr ing capaci y of the winter range ~ 
I woul be a 1 too eas a hi ime for the i er 0 prescribe 
he universal pro osal of bandonlng fe d ground operations at the 
Ra d re aed recommending hat the C che herd be red ced proportiona ely 
t mee n3.t.ur 1 inter rang c rrying capaci ies on the Wasatch face. 
To follo s ch a prescribed course of action, ho ever ould seem equiva 
en to taki r-g he cou::-- e of lea.st r sist nce and fail ing to face all 
existing condition.' re l isticall " 
more ve .i 
operation nd, 
b~e approach seem 
ithin thp scope of li~i 
of improving present Hardware 
tions, minimizing the apparent 
evils of he feed gro nd si u tion" However, comprehensi e knowledge 
of inher ~t evil £eatures ccompan ing elk feed ground sit ations Qhould 
be ever as percep' ible aR the door to one's hom and not hidden behind 
the c ouflage 0: subs i u ing arti icia feeding for inter range. 
Two major vilQ of th feed ground situation are (1) inevitable 
ore S Qci s or the range or both, and (2) the creation of 
op can .ition~ for tran mi t~l 0 disea e and pa asites through concen-
tra ing ani Se Under .any feed ground si ua ions act al amage extends 
far be ond h a rowse specie 0 Howev r, beavy se 0 browse species 
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on the ar a e uni proper is re ulting i n a dec ease in rowse and an 
increase in perenni al gra ses o Portions of the a jacent ranges lying to 
he e and north of the H rdware are less fortunate in his respect, 
for ommon use is eli inating perennial vege a ionj h s creating optimum 
condi ions for un table soil. Fro ange and atershed standpoints such 
veget 1 ch ges s e ist in ~ome por~ions in i e the Hard re property are 
of no seri s consequence in thi ro l ing topog aphyo If onl i ilar 
condit·ons exi teQ on djacent ea ern and northern priva e ranges, the 
pre en p·ct e wo 1 appear more op imistic Over-a 1 range conditions 
and H&rd a e operation could be gre 1 enhancpd if livES ock use a these 
limi e ranges could be reduced 0 
The al important ques ion in relation to hp gr .d 1 decrease in 
bro se species on the H rd re is: Can elk curb their a petite for browse 
in a p rallel se ence to the declining bra se trend? lheir primi i~e 
distrib tion connotes a unique qual ity of e treme versati ity in orage 
habit.s Like i e, reported e k inter food ha it studies coincide with 
the pre i e that elk mo if their food habits to fi th av ilability of 
forage yp So n ontana some elk herds winter on n tural grass types, 
nd ly 11 of heir inter diet is compo e 0 grass and grass-
like vegetation S ith, 1930j Rush, 19J2j and Gaf ne 19 1), Simil rly, 
na ive er repor ed to ffiB£e up 97 perce t of Ja~per Park elk 
die 0 an, 19 7 0 
In 1igh of these and other e r i enc s , it appear that Hardware 
elk ill be ca able a meet ing r ansitional chang s fro browse to grass 
r ngeso Ho ve, if r nge utilizatio i ncrea e so hat aaequate per-
ennial veget tion cannot exist or accelera' ed ero~ion commences then the 
fate of the Hard are Ranch elk herd will in ee be questionable 0 
h tev r op imism are able to ust r t oward he f ture outlook 
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of Hardware elk and their ecological relationship to the range , we fail 
to emulate to any degree in relat ion t o disease probabilit i es . Feeding 
oncentrates elk; con entration establishes optimum conditions for trans -
mittal of diseases. These sober facts cannot be changed from the menacing 
features they represent • . 
At present reported elk losses from diseases luckily appear to be 
'onf i ned almost solely to one d.isease--necrotic stomatitis. The causative 
organism is a bacterium, Ac~inomyces necrophorus . This organism was 
first reported to be confined to moist contaminated soils but has been 
demonstrated to now be a common parasit i c form in the oral cavity of elk 
and other animals (Drake, 1951, and Murie, 1951). Allred, !!~. (1944) , 
indicate that the organism most likely does not multiply outside the 
animal body but lmrl.oubtedly remains viable in t he soil f or short periods 
of time such as was d.emonstrated fo 10 months . The organism i s world-
wide in distribution and has been surmised to have been a tiye i n 
prehistoric mammala as far back as the Pliocene (Mllrie , 1951). The dis -
ease caused by this organism is most generally associated with the elk 
feed ground situation but has been reported i n natural ranges where over -
browsing bas resulted in an i cr eased consumption of coarse materials by 
elk (Schwart and Mitchell, 1945). 
Ord.in~~ily the necrophorus bacillus is of no pathological consequence, 
even t hough prevalent ~ Th~ etiology of the disease follows a pattern c m-
mencing ~ith the entTY of the actinomyces i nto the soft t i sues of the 
mouth and less frequently the stomach and other vital viscera . Entry of 
the organiam is largely confined to locations of mechani cal i njury or 
abrasions of the soft tissues of the elk's mouth, cheek, or tongue . 
Squirrel-tail grass awns are known to be the most common agent causing 
mechanical injury. This grass is a common constituent of many bays fed 
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The necrophorus organism enters the wound and invades the surrounding 
issue hich becomes greatl inflamed 0 Subsequent development of the 
ise se ma involve presence of ulcers or lesions which may penetr te the 
tissue and i n he case o~ the jaw bone cause an abnormal bony growth 
ex osis . Th disease is in most all cases fatal & Actual death is general-
ly c use fro the oisoning affect caused b toxin secreted by the 
multipl ing bacilli. 
It shOll d ppear quite evident from the preceding discussion that an 
ever present potential threat is lurking in the vicinity of any ee 
g ound 0 ration such s the Hardware. Hardware elk wi ll over the ears 
do 11 to r em in immune from his disease . 
Proposed Land Acqui s ition or Exchange Range ~ 
Elk i ntering a the Hardwar e Ranch Big Gam Uni a r e currently 
sing only about 0 percent ann ally of the t otal Hardw r e Ranch range, 
ho gh only abo t 30 per cent of the total property is used very ex-
tenRi el . Wh n property purchases wer~ consummated and initial use of 
the Hardware anch nit began, r ange use and elk migration could only 
hen b speculated 0 Since thi s time, el k have demonstrated their prefer-
ence for r nges 0 the eas and north of ranch headquarters Similarly, 
prin ip 1 migr ion t o and from the ranch involves adjacent r anges lying 
nor h of Hard are he dquarters . 
n vie 0 Hardware elk range use pattern and par icular l excessive 
co on u e of cer in privately owned ranges, it seems advi sable to (1) 
acquir r ivate lands that elk have demonstrated 0 be us i ng in the 
co P of 'thei r no 1 feeding pattern and (2) dispose of or make range 
se e changes of those Har dwar e properties not being utilized by big 
game during he winter period . If adequate range conditions and watershed 
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rotec ion are maintained on adjacent eastern and northern private ranges, 
excessive common use of these ranges must be discouraged. 
Ac qui s· ion of those portions of privately owned range lands i n 
sections 12, 13 and southern portion of sect ion 1 , township 10 north, 
range 3, east, should ad quat ely curtail common use on the winter range 
elk are presentl using . Similar ly, procurement of private ranges as 
hereafter described should curtail common use which is now r esulting in 
extensive depleted ranges . Elk used these latter ranges for approximately 
3 eeks to 1 month in their 1952 and 1953 spring exodus from the Hardware. 
The 1 nds thus invol ved are the northern portions of sections 1 and 2, 
town hip 10 north, range 3 east, and southern portion of section 25 
to Nnshi 11 north , range 3 east, together with sections 30 and 31 and 
estern 'halves of sections 29 and 32 of township 11 north, range 4 east. 
I n ddi ion, U. S. Forest Service lands in sect ions 26, 35 and northern 
port ion of section 25, t ownship 11 north, range 3 east are involved as 
well as state sec ion 36 (figure 29). It seems only fair that range 
exchange use agreements be made for livestock permittees on Forest 
Service and state lands involved . 
he procur ment of appro imately 2,500 acres of private range thus 
proposed and exchang use agreements on about 1,900 acres of Forest 
ervi e permitted lands and 640 acres of state land should improve range 
nd wat ershed conditions and enhance present Hardware Ranch elk operations 
materi lly Proposed acquisition and exchange use acreage slightl ex-
cee s a creage of the Hardware range which is currently not being used by 
Hard are Ranch elk . 
Permanent title to private lands or permanent exchange f or Hard are 
properties appear to be the more desirable solutions to the present 
problems Range exchange uses of present Hardware lands and desired 
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priv t range should be considered only as a secondary expedient to land 
c q .isi ion sin e it m y set an undesirable precedence in regard to elk 
use on other priv te r anges o 
Recommendations 
t ure operation of the ranch would do well to capitalize on 2 ob-
jec ives~ (1 ) Maintenance of as good range conditions as can be achieved 
ithin he 1· itations of perpetuating present operation; and (2) re-
duction of condi ions conducive to diseases, particularly the feed ground 
disease - necrotic stomatitis . All activities should supplement these ob-
jectiveso I t is believed that the following sugges i ons wi ll at this 
time improve he Hardware operation : 
l o A concerted effort should be made to acquire adjacent rang s 
that elk have demonstrated to be using in the course of their 
norma feeding pattern and disposing of those properties not 
util i zedo 
a . This would eliminate common use of which the range 
is incapable of sustaining at the present rateo (See 
preceding disc ssion f or land acquisition o) 
' 2 0 Lea.ve meadow gras standing in excess of what is actuall 
needed f or elk and livestock plus a liberal reserve o 
a At present ~onsumpt~on levels, elk will use .a maximum 
o around 130 tons of hay during winters of severe 
intensities. In normal winters they wi ll consume 
approximatel one-half of this amount (appendix table 8) . 
30 Segregate bales containing large quantities of foxtai l or 
squirreltail grasses, Sitanion or Hordeumo 
If a surplus of hay exists and if it is deemed advisable 
to dispose of such sell that hay in the 10 er meadow containing 
a large amo~t of wire grass, Juncus . 
50 f sUbstantial stands of foxtail or squirreltail grass 
become prevalent, formulate plans for its eradication or 
leave uncut ' and unused for hay, as the awns, which may cause 
mechanical injury to the elk mouth, disarticulate at maturity 
and hence fall off on the ground in the natural state . 
6 . Contin e to scatter hay over a large area when feeding . 
70 Continue t o feed as much hay as animals will consume 
ithout wasting. 
8 Maintain daily feeding records and make at least a weekly 
count s o t hat an i ndex may be had to hat part feeding is sup-
plying the el k maintenance requirement over a period of year s . 
9. I f it again is necessary to purchase additional hays, as 
during the 1951 - 52 severe winter, extreme precaution should be 
exer cis d to avoid hays with foxtail and other coarse irritants o 
10 . If necrotic stomatitis disease ever becomes evident in the 
Har dwar e herd, present fe ed grounds should be alternated annually 
ith pe l ower meadow . This would probably involve no little 
di f fi culty since the volume of vehicular traffic utilizing the 
djacent road would present a problem in retaining elk wi thin 
the a r ea. 
In summary it should be remembered that the Hardware Ranch was put 
into oper ation to retain elk in the interior of the Cache away from 
critical inter ranges on the Wasatch face. The operation in this r e -
spect has been highly successful. Even in light of enumerated obstacles 
the wri er l ooks upon future operation of the Hardware with opt i mism 
provided substantial elk increases are not a llowed, and proposed land 
ac q isitions or exchange uses are realized. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
At the termination of the present study in 1954 the Cache elk winter 
herd probably numbered from 1,000 to 1,100 head, and around 1,300 to 1,400 
elk in the summer herd. Aerial and ground censuses accounted for 817 and 
877 elk in 1951-52 and 1952-53 wintering herds. These censuses were calcu-
lated at best to be 81 percent effective. A combined aerial and ground 
census is believed to be the most utilitarian method of herd enumeration 
on the Cache and should be carried out annually. 
Legal harvest of 259, 199, and 243 elk were made during 1951, 1952, 
and 1953 hunting seasons. Total known annual herd mortality, including 
legal harvests, were 378, 260, and 283 elk, respectively; though illegal 
elk kill was complete only for the 1952 season. 
Very often game managers desire a "cut and dried" workable formula 
for predtctiI:\g annual harvest removals consistent with herd stabilization. 
Realizing the limitations of such calculations, together with existing 
here variables, the writer believes that an annual Cache harvest removal 
formula may be utilized as a preliminary guide. Such a formula must be 
tempered with other changing factors found in the herd. Thus it appears 
that approximately 70 to 75 percent of the expected calf crop may be 
removed through legal harvest in normal years. This proposed removal is 
equivalent to 25 percent of the parent spring herd. This prediction 
would allow annual harvest removals of around 275 head which should stabi-
lize the herd at the 1954 level of 1,000 to 1,100 head. If the illegal 
elk kill in deer season can be curtailed, annual harvest removals can be 
proportionately increased. Likewise, the annual kill can be increased 
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without reducing the calf crop through greater bull removals. 
Increased bull harvests should take place so adult sex ratios could 
be adjusted to at least a pre-hunt ratio of 1 bull to 4 cows. This sug-
gested adult sex ratio spread cannot be achieved, however, unless the 
number of bull permits is increased. Hunter success for bulls will be 
reduced proportionately as the bull permits increase. Such a procedure 
would produce the same size calf crop and at the same time more efficient-
ly utilize the parent herd. 
Though numbers of elk removals are important, distribution of the 
kill is equally Significant. It is therefore recommended that the Rich 
County and North Cache hunts be maintained as separate divisions of the 
Cache general hunt as has been the procedure since 1953. Justification 
for these divisions does not infer that distinct populations exist in 
these areas aside from the regular Cache elk herd, but inadequate harvests 
were experienced in these areas when hunters were allowed to hunt the 
total Cache area according to their choice . 
. Calves comprised 24.8 percent of the classified 1952 summer herd 
and represented a 33 percent increase to the parent spring herd or a rate 
of increase of 1.33. Herd bull composition was 26.3 percent, while cows 
comprised 48.9 percent of this same herd. 
Female elk reproduction appeared normal in the Cache elk herd. 
OvUlation in the total female complement averaged 78.4 and 93.5 percent 
in October 1952 and 1953, while 96.6 and 100 percent ovulation frequen-
cies were recorded for the October 1952 and 1953 mature female fractions. 
Some yearling cow elk are capable of and do breed successfully under 
northern and central Utah conditions; however, ovulation and pregnancy 
frequencies among yearlings occur at a variable rate. It is reasoned 
that the extent of yearling precociousness, as evidenced by successful 
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b reeding, is inversely proportional to the severity and duration of the 
preceding winter while the animals were then calves. 
Pregnancy status could not be ascertained through normal macroscopic 
examination of elk uteri collected in ear ly October since embryological 
development was not readily evident. Early October collections offered 
only ovulation incidence. 
The tagging program should be continued with additional emphasis on 
agging new-born calves in the Mud Flat and North Cache areas. The most 
effect ive time for such tagging is around June 1. In addition, should 
a nother build-up of elk occur in the Franklin, Idaho, area liason between 
the Idaho and Utah Fish and Game Departments should be attempted so these 
elk could be tagged. These North Cache taggings should supplement the 
present tagging program by providing addit i onal migration data. 
Legal harvests annuallly removed 68 t o 89 percent of the known annual 
herd l oss during the study period, though complete illegal elk kill during 
t he deer season was not recorded for 2 of the reported seasons. When due 
consideration is given the categorical loss of illegal elk kill during 
deer season , legal harve~t on the Cache area represented approximately 70 
percent of annual herd mortality . 
Illegal elk kill during deer season ranked second in total herd drain. 
Recorded annual losses of around 40 elk have been noted for 2 years of 
c omp ete coverage during the deer seasone Such a loss is an inexcusable 
aste and every effort is being made to curtail it through l aw enforcement 
and educational media. 
On the basis of the present findings, accusations regarding excessive 
elk utilization of the Mud Flat reseeded area appear ill-founded. Elk 
demonstrated a 5 percent maximum utilization of grass on this reseeded 
area prior to cattle entries during 1952 and 1953. Similarly, Hardware 
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Ranch elk, though found on the reseeded area, were not represented in 
any appreciable numbers. 
It can be concluded that the mountainous Cache summer range can be 
used economically in no other way than domestic livestock and big game 
use; and, furthermore, that summer livestock use does not curtail present 
deer or elk production. 
The Hardware Big Game Ranch ~nit was successfully filling the ob-
jectives of its purchase, for around 400 head of elk have wintered there 
and substantial decreases in elk numbers on the critical Wasatch face 
winter range have occurred. Depleted common use ranges were observed on 
adjacent ranges north and east of the ranch property. In view of the 
Hardware elk range use pattern and excessive common use on limited private 
and public ranges, it is recommended that (1) the Utah State Department 
of Fish and Game acquire, lease, or exchange use on private and public 
lands that these elk have demonstrated to be using in foraging and mi-
grational activities; and (2) dispose of or make range use exchanges of 
. 
those properties not being utilized by big game during the winter period. 
Competition for natural browse forage exists on some common deer and 
elk winter ranges on the Wasatch face areas. The management practice of 
curtailing elk numbers in these critical zones by post-season hunts and 
trapping activities is a sage one and should be continued, thereby re-
serving these critical ranges for deer winter use. 
It was concluded from the present study that the Cache elk herd was 
reproducing itself normally and was compatible in respect to range con-
ditions with deer and livestock production on summer ranges, while limited 
incompatibilities existed on restricted winter ranges and a spring-fall 
range surrounding the northeastern section of the Hardware Ranch. The 
Cache elk herd should supply optimum hunting to Utah sportsmen and in 
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general should compete little with deer and livestock production should 
elk, deer, and livestock numbers remain regulated to the annual forage 
production of the respective winter and summer ranges . 
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SUMMARY 
10 A management study of the Cache elk herd was initiated during 
1951 and field work extended through the 1953 spring period, though 
limited field work continued until the 1954 winter. This study has been 
dedicated to the procurement of elk management information on both the 
North and South Cache units . 
20 The study area, located in northeastern Utah, is about 1,025 
square miles in size. However, only approximately 760 square miles of 
the area is forest and range land which elk inhabit. 
3. The Cache area is characteristicalI y composed of mountainous 
terrains ranging from around 4,600 to 9,980 feet above sea level. 
Precipitation averages around 30 inches on the summer range and approxi-
mately 18 inches on the winter range. 
4. Five major cover types were present on the Cache area, namely: 
(1) aspen, (2) conifer, (3) juniper, (4) mahogany, and (5) sage. 
5. The present Cache elk population stemmed from reintroductions 
of 23, 5, and 8 head of elk in the years 1916, 1917, and 1918, 
respectively . Since the inception of renewed hunting in 1925, the herd 
has produced 2,846 legally harvested elk to the year 1953, and has ex-
perien~ed a hunter success of 81 percent. 
6. Census of the entire Cache area dates back only to the 1951-52 
winter herd . Combined aerial and ground enumerations accounted for 817 
and 877 elk in the 1951-52 and 1952-53 herds. An estimate of the ef-
fectiveness of the 1951-52 aerial and ground census showed that the 
census at its best accounted for 81 percent of the wintering herd. 
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7. Past herd sizes were calculated to be around 460 elk at the 
initiation of hunting in 1925 and a peak wintering herd of 1,275 in 1951. 
These f igures should be tempered with the fact that the uncertainty of 
herd losses, aside from harvest removal, makes reconstruction of herd 
numbers difficult and often not too reliable. 
8Q Best estimates of the 1953 herd size were 1,073 elk in the winter 
and spring parent herd and 1,452 elk in the summer herd. 
9. Cache elk displayed a decided summer preference for the aspen 
cover type which was situated around 6,000 to 8,500 fee elevation. Winter 
ranges 5,000 to 8,000 feet elevation in juniper, mahogany, grass, or 
comb inat ion of these types were similarly preferred . 
10. Summer and winter migrations were recorded. Tag kill returns 
plotted on a base map showed that elk wintering at the Hardware Ranch 
principally summered in the Elk Valley-Bear Hollow and Rock Creek areas. 
Five hundred and seventy-eight Cache elk have been ear tagged from 1949 
to 1953 . At the end of the 1953 hunting season 162 or 28 percent of all 
tags had been returned. Principal assets realized from the tagging 
program were aging and migration data. 
11. Cache bull to cow ratios established from classified winter 
counts were 1 : 3.5 and 1 : 3.3 during the 1951-52 and 1952-53 winter 
periods. Summer sex ratio of 1 bull to 1.87 cows, yearling and older, 
was recorded during 1952 . Calf composition of 24.8 percent of the 1952 
classified summer herd was thus observed, while 28.8 and 26.7 percent 
calf compositions were present in the 1951-52 and 1952-53 wintering herds, 
respectively . The 1952 summer cow-to-calf ratio on the Cache was 1 : 0.51 
12. An index to herd reproduction was gained through analysis of 
the female elk reproductive tract . It was found that 78.4 percent of the 
total female herd had ovulated in early October of 1952, while 96.6 percent 
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of the mat ure f emale sample had done so. Higher ovulation frequencies 
of 93 .5 and 100 percent were noted in the 1953 collection. Current 
corpora l ute a were recorded for 33 .3 and 60 .0 percent of yearling elk 
ovaries collected in October of 1951 and 1953 . In addition, 3 yearling 
elk on the Ca che and 3 on the Nebo were found to be pregnant during 1953 
post-season hunts, respectively. 
13 0 A perusal of Cache elk summer cow-to-calf ratios and limited 
pregnancy information bear out that Cache elk herd fertility was normal. 
14. Annual herd increase for the 1952 parent Cache spring herd was 
33.0 percent . Rates of increase were 1.33 in 1952 and a calculated 1.35 
in 1953. 
15. Legal harvest removals accounted for 259 elk in 1951, 199 in 
1952, and 243 head in 1953. Legal harvest comprised 68.5, 76.5, and 89.0 
percent of known annual mortality in the 1951, 1952, and 1953 herds. 
Illegal elk kill was found to be significant during the present study. 
The pri?cipal component of illegal kill thus found was elk killed during 
the deer season. 
16. Crippling losses of 9.8, 5.0, and 8.1 percent of the legal 
harvest were recorded in 1951, 1952, and 1953 general elk hunting seasons. 
It is believed, however, that actual crippling losses probably approach 
15 or more percent. 
17. Elk and cattle were compatible in respect to tolerance on the 
summer range, though elk were highly intolerant to sheep activity. 
18. The "multiple use concept lt is all too often a forgotten princi-
ple in considering big game and livestock competition. At present 
stocking levels of domestic livestock and' deer and elk populations, there 
appears little real competition for summer forage on the Cache area. 
Competition assigned on the basis of the popular concept of competition 
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involving range and forage use overlaps indicated that 48 percent of the 
forage consumed by elk in a popular summer range section of the Cache, 
would be available for cattle or 27 percent for sheep were all elk removed 
on that range. 
19. The Cache summer range can be used economically in no other way 
than domestic livestock and big game. Forage production was generally 
adequate to supply deer, elk, and livestock forage demands on common summer 
ranges and maintain fair range conditions, though excessive big game and 
livestock use of adjacent Hardware Ranch range was evident. Proposed land 
acquisition and range exchange uses should improve this situation. 
20. The Hardware Ranch, operated by the Utah State Department of Fish 
and Game, was succesfully fulfilling the objectives of its original purchase; 
for slightly in excess of 400 elk were known to winter on the ranch site 
and substantial decreases in elk numbers wintering on the critical Wasatch 
face range have occurred. 
21. Average daily Hardware elk consumption of grass hays over a 
seasonal winter period ranged from 2.42 pounds per elk per day in 1952-53 
to 5.13 pounds in 1951-52. Average feeding costs were $16.68 per head 
of ~lk fed during the 1951-52 winter period and $9.48 per head in the 
1952-53 season. These costs include only value of hay fed and wages paid 
during the feeding period. 
22. Results of 8 years of operation of the Hardware Ranch point 
toward successional changes from browse to perennial grass ranges in ad-
jacent meadow feed ground areas utilized by elk only. 
23. Even in light of obstacles enumerated in the body of the present 
report, the writer looks upon the future operation of the Hardware with 
optimism provided SUbstantial elk increases are not allowed and proposed 
land acquisitions or range exchange uses are realized. 
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Appendix Table 2 0 Comparative calf and cow winter ratios 
Winter Herd and State Calf Cow Cow Calf Data Source 
. 1948-49 . W. Montana 100 540 1 o 18 Rognrud, 1950 
1949-50 Sa o Fk . Flat Head, 100 530 1 0 .19 Ibid 
Montana 
"/ Banff Park, Canada 1 100 336 1 0 ·30 Green, 1950 
1943-44 N. Powder . Wenaha, 100 248 1 0.40 P. Ro quart, 
Oregon Oregon, 1944 
1939-40 Saprinero , Colo. 100 163 1 0.61 Colo . Game & Fish 
vol. 3, 1940 
1940-41 Jackson Hole, Wyo . 100 264 1 0.38 Rasmussen and 
Doman, 1947 
1946-47 Nebo, Utah 100 187 1 0 .53 Rognrud, 1953 
1951- 52 Nebo, Utah 100 160 1 0. 62 Ibid 
1949-50 Cache, Utah 100 155 1 0.65 McCormack, 1951 
1950- 51 Cache, Utah 100 191 1 0.52 Author, 1951 
1951-52 Cache Utah 100 211 1 0.47 Author, 1952 
10 Unbiased herd slaughter. 
..... , 
Appelldix Table 3. Some comparative winter elk herd compositions 
Winter Herd and location Percent Cows I Percent Calves Percent Bulls 
1939-40 Saprinero, Colo. 56.9 34.8 8.3 
1946-47 Banff Park, Canada2 63.0 17.2 19.8 
1948-49 N. W. Montana 69 14 17 
1949-50 S. Fk. Flathead, Mont. 71 13 16 
1946-47 Nebo, Utah 49.5 26.6 23·9 
1951-52 Nebo, Utah 50.2 31.2 18.5 
1949-50 S. Cache, Utah 49.2 31.7 19.1 
1951-52 Cache, Utah 55·5 28 .8 15 .7 
1952-53 Cache, Utah 56.3 26.7 17.0 
1 . Includes yearling cows . 
2. Unbiased herd reduction slaughter. 
Total Sample 
1,159 
? 
? 
404 
226 
799 
606 
812 
850 
Data Source 
Colo. G. & F. 
vol. 3, 1940 
Green, 1950 
Rognrud, 1950 
Ibid 
Rognrud, 1953 
Ibid 
McCormack, 1951 
Author, 1952 
Author, 1953 
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Appendix Table 4 . Summary of known Cache elk mortality from August J 1951 to Augp.~t, 1952 
Composition of Loss 
North Cache South Cache 
Mortality Factor cow calf bull total cow calf antlerless bul l uncl , total 
Legal harvest 7 1 6 14 114 131 245 
Cripple loss 0 12 4 8 24 
Cripple removal 2 2 4 2 6 
Nuisance removal 0 5 5 1 11 
Illegal kill--deer 
seasonl 1 1 5 1 2 8 
Illegal kill -elk season 0 1 1 
Poaching 0 4 1 1 1 7 
Malnutrition 2 5 7 7 36 2 3 48 
Trapping accidents 2 2 
Pneumonia 1 1 
Undetermined 1 1 
GRAND TOTAL 11 7 6 24 37 53 204 146 4 354 
1. Represents a l imited coverage of the Cache 
Grand Total 
259 
24 
8 
11 
9 
1 
7 
55 
2 
1 
1 
378 
I-' 
\.J1 
\.J1 
Appendix Table 5. 
Mortality Factor 
Legal harvest 
Cripple loss 
Cripple removal 
Nuisance removal 
Illegal kill-deer 
season 
Poaching 
Illegal kill-elk 
season 
Legal kill-meat 
condemned 
Undetermined 
GRAND TOTAL 
Summary of known Cache elk mortality from August, 1952 to A~gust , 1953 
Composition of Loss 
North Cache South Cache 
cow calf bull uncl. total cow calf bull uncl. total 
9 3 7 19 85 12 83 180 
1 1 3 5 8 
1 1 
1 1 
3 1 1 1 6 21 3 10 3 37 
2 1 3 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 2 
12 4 9 1 26 111 15 104 4 234 
Grand Total 
199 
9 
1 
1 
43 
3 
1 
1 
2 
260 
!--J 
V1 
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Appendix Table 6. Summary of known Cache elk mortality from August, 1953 to February, 1954 
r . 
Composition of Loss 
North Cache South Cache 
Mortality Factor cow calf bull uncl. total cow calf .bull uncl. total 
Legal harvest 15 1 7 23 88 21 111 220 
Cripple loss 1 1 2 5 7 12 
Cripple removal 1 1 2 
Illegal kill-deer 
seasonl 1 1 2 4 4 2 10 
Legal kill-meat 
condemned 1 1 2 
GRAND TOTAL 16 1 9 1 27 97 21 124 4 246 
1. Rich County and Blacksmith Fork loss not included. 
Grand Total 
243 
14 
2 
12 
2 
273 
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Appen.d~x Table 7· Haying records, Hardware Ranch, 1952-53 
1952 
Tons i Unit Bales 
South Meadow 285 7·97 
Monument Meadow 515 16.22 
Lower Meadow 1,533 48029 
East Meadow 3,363 105.93 
TOTAL 179.41 
1 0 Average weight per bale, 61 pounds. 
2 . Average weight per bale, 63 pounds. 
Bales 
250 
476 
1,687 
2,535 
4,948 
158 
1953 
Tons2 
7.88 
14 .99 
52 .64 
79.85 
155.36 
159 
Appendix Table 8. Summary of elk feeding records, Hardware Ranch, 
1950-54 
A. Winter 1950-51 
Month Bales Fed Pounds Fed1 Tons Fed 
Dec. 7 434 0.22 
Jan. 691 42,842 21 ,42 
Feb. 782 48,484 24.24 
Mar. 643 39,866 19·93 
Total 2,123 131,626 65.81 
B. Winter 1951-52 
Dec. 712 43,4322 21.71 
Jan. 935 57,035 28.52 
Feb. 873 53,253 26.63 
Mar. 1,149 70,089 35.04 
Apr. ~ 35,136 17.57 
Total 4,245 258,945 129.47 
c . Winter 1952-53 
Nov. 32 2,0163 1.01 
Dec. 226 14,238 7·12 
Jan. 411 25,893 12·95 
Feb. 493 31,059 15.53 
Mar. 258 16,254 8.12 
Apr. ~ 2,142 1.07 
Total 1,454 91,602 45.80 
D. Winter 1953-54 
Dec. 396 24,9484 12.47 
Jan 0 519 32,697 16.35 
Feb. 568 35,784 17.89 
Mar. 439 27,657 13.83 
Apr. 24 1,512 0.75 
--
Total 1,946 122,598 61.29 
1. Weight of bales estimated at 62 pounds each. 
2 . Average weight of bales was 61 pounds each. 
3. Average weight of bales was 63 pounds each. 
4. Average weight of bales was 63 pounds each. 
Appendix Table 9. Comparative summer cow and calf ratios in various western elk herds. 
Year Herd and Location Calf Cow Cow Calf Data Source 
1935 Teton, Wyoming 100 261 1 0.38 Murie, 1940 
1937 Yellowstone 100 244 1 0.41 Murie, 1940 
General N. Yellowstone, Mont. 100 233 1 0.43 Rush, 1932 
1947 Banff Park, Canada 100 237 1 0.42 Banfield, 1949 
19367 Olympic Penn. Wash. 100 164 1 0.45 Swartz, et al, 1945 
1938 Selway, Idaho 100 135* 1 0.74* Young & Robinette, 1939 
General Nebo, Utah 100 178 1 0.56 Rasmussen & Doman, 1947 
General Manti, Utah 100 189 1 0·53 Rasmussen & Doman, 1947 
1946 Nebo, Utah 100 179 1 0.56 Rognrud, 1953 
1951 Nebo, Utah 100 197 1 0.51 Rognrud, 1953 
1952 Nebo, Utah 100 214 1 0.47 Rognrud, 1953 
1949 S. Cache, Utah 100 180 1 0·55 McCormack, 1951 
1950 S. Cache, Utah 100 181 1 0.55 McCormack, 1951 
1952 Cache, Utah 100 197 1 0.51 Author, 1952 
I--' 
0\ 
0 
* Probably excluded yearling cows. 
Appendix Table 10. Comparative summer calf crop and adult sex ratio data 
Year Herd and Location Percent Calf CropI Bull Cow Data Source 
1948 Apache Forest, Ariz. 20 1 2.8 P. R. Quart., Ari z . 
1950, Jan. 
1949 Apache Forest, Ariz. 25·9 1 2.8 Ibid 
1948 Sitgreaves Forest, Ariz. 24.6 1 1.9 Ibid 
1949 Sitgreaves Forest, Ariz. 19.4 1 1·9 Ibid 
1948 Coconino Forest, Ariz. 23 1 1.8 Ibid 
1949 Coconino Forest, Ariz. 20.7 1 1.7 Ibid 
1949 S. Cache, Utah 25.8 1 1.68 McCormack, 1951 
1950 S. Cache, Utah 25.0 1 1·70 McCormack, 1951 
1952 Cache, Utah 24.8 1 1.75 Author, 1952 
1946 Nebo, Utah 25.4 1 1.57 Rognrud, 1953 
1951 Nebo, Utah 26.0 1 2.20 Rognrud, 1953 
1952 Nebo, Utah 24.8 1 2.41 Rognrud, 1953 
1947 Nebo, Utah 1 1.6 Rasmussen & Doman, 1947 
1941 Manti, Utah 1 1.8 Rasmussen & Doman, 1947 
1 Herd increase expressed as percent calf crop of total summer herd--technically this represents 
composition only. 
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